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A KEVlSION OF I'HE EC:UI~DOKIIW SNAILES OF T H E  
(;OLUISKID GENUS A T K A C T U S  
THE Neotropical snakes of the genus At).actus coinprise a series 01 
closely rclated species that have differentiated into innunlerable local 
populations. Unforcuilately, the tendency among herpetologists has been 
to name as distinct species any population sample or single speciinen differ- 
ing slightly from previously described forms. Consequently nearly all the 
rccognizcd species of A t r a c t ~ ~ s  are based upon small samples, uslially one 
indivitlual, without regard for intrapopulational or individual variation 
in supposedly distinguishing characteristics. The  result of this tendency has 
I)r;en the description ol ap~~roxiinately 80 species of Att-actus. The  large 
nun~ber ol recognized forins and the lack of understanding concerning 
their limits have precluded any attempt to analyze the relationships within 
the genus. Because oC these factors, the natural populations of A l ~ a c t u s  
remain ill-defined, conlusion exists as to the significance of their systematic 
characters, and the l~liylogenetic pattern within the group is unknown. 
The  logical way to attack these problems in Atractus systematics would 
bc through a revisional study ol the entirc genus. Such a study, however, 
would require many inore specimens than presently available, and cannot 
be accomplishctl a t  this time. In view of this material limitation I have 
selected an alternate method of clarifying some of the intricacies of At~ar t z l s  
classification. Rily approach has been to prepare an account of the gcrlus as 
it occurs within a given political region, the Republic of Ecuador, with 
the hope that thc information so accumulated might have wider implica- 
tions when applied to Atractus from other regions. Ecuador was chosen 
becausc excellent series ol the genus froin that country are in the Anlerican 
Museunr ol Natural History, the Escuela Politccnica National, Ecuatlor, 
and the Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan. The  choice has 
proven to be an opportune one in that the region under discussion is small 
enough so as not to support an unwieldy number of populations, but is 
varied cnough in physiography and climate to provide ecologic conditions 
suitable for considerable local differentiation. 
The  basic aims of this report are: (I) to analyze the variation within 
Atractus populations in order to ascertain those characters of systematic 
significance, (2) to define the natural units within the genus as they occur 
in Ecuador, and (3) to determine the relationships between the recognized 
populations. 
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METHODS, MATERIALS, AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
The usual methods applied to the study of snake systematics have been 
eniployed in the preparation of this report. Standard procedures have been 
utilized for descriptions of variation in scutellation, dentition, hemipenes, 
and coloration. These methods are discussed under the appropriate heading 
in the section on Variation in Systematic Characters. Characteristics of the 
maxillary dentition and male genitalia are used for the first time in defining 
populations and elucidating relationships in the genus. Throughout the 
paper, where more than one specinien is at  hand, counts and measurements 
are given as follows: 1-3 (2.5). In this style of notation the arithmetic inean 
is in parentheses preceded by the miniinurn and maximum of the varia- 
tional range. The  mean has been rounded off to the nearest half unit in 
all cases to ensure that no greater significance will be attributed to the data 
than is perniissible with snlall and not necessarily random samples. 
Mcnsurational data are presented in a separate section under each 
species account. This section is divided into two parts. First is given the 
variational range and mean, expressed in millimeters, for each measured 
character. These figures are followed by a section listing the variational 
range of each ineasurement as a percentage of standard length. The  sexes 
are treated separately in both sections in order to emphasize the measure- 
ments indicative of sexual dimorphism. Measurements are given for the 
following: Standard length; distance from tip of snout to anal opening. 
Tail length; distance from anal opening to tip of tail. Head length; dis- 
tance froin tip of snout to posterior tip of longer parietal shield. Head 
width; greatest width of head. 
In the preparation of this paper no reliance has been placed upon 
publishecl inlornlation regarding the characteristics and distribution of the 
species of Atl-aclus. The  literature on the group is rampant with mis- 
identifications and errors based on ignorance of the significant features of 
the genus. Frequently reports of named species from regions far distant 
from their type localities are accompanied by so little data that allocation 
to any nominal form is impossible. Because of this confusion only those 
swecies originally described from Ecuador or of which Ecuadorian material 
has actually been seen by me are included within the limits of this report. 
I have attempted to place properly all published records of A t ~ a c t u s  froin 
Ecuador, but such allocations must be considered tentative unless the 
specimens have passed through my hands or have been examined for me 
by other workers. 
Since the present paper deals exclusively with Ecuadorian material, 
several species recognized by me may eventually prove to be synonyi~lous 
with ext.ra-1irnit;ll for~ns. Other Ecnadori;rn populations probably will turn 
out to be subspecifically allied to one another or to non-Ecuadorian species. 
Available inlormation does not permit adequate investigation of these 
possibilities and it seems best under the circumstances to regard each 
distinct form as a separate species. 
This report is based upon the examination of approximately 220 speci- 
inens of Ecuadorian Atractus. In  addition, pertinent data on about 30 
cxa~ilples ol the genus fro111 the Republic have been supplied by various 
colleagues. nilaterial of 13 of the 16 species recognized as valid in this 
paper have been examined. Two of the species not seen by me, At?-actus 
d u n n i  Savage and Atrnctus modes tz~s  Boulenger, are known only from 
holotypes. The  original descriptions and notes kindly provided by the 
curators of the collections containing the types of these forms have made 
it possible to coinpare them with other species. The type and only known 
specinlen of a third form, Atractz~s microrl~y?zclius (Cope), is lost, and the 
wholly inadequate original description is my only source of information. 
Also available for study have been examples of 20 additional species from 
non-Ecuadorian localities. 
The  project was undertaken at the suggestion of the late Einmett Reid 
Dunn, who was conternl>lating a similar study on the genus in Colombia. 
I am greatly indebted to him as well as to Helen Thompson Gaige, long 
associated with the Museum of Zoology, Univcrsi~y of Michigan, who was 
interested in Ecuadorian At?-actus and surrendered her prior claim so that 
I might prepare this report. Both have generously supplied me with notes, 
suggestions, and criticisms of this work. 
Individuals and institutions who have added materially to the study 
through the loan of specimens and in other ways are: J. C. Battersby, 
British Museum (Natural History) (BM) ; Charles M. Rogert, Bessie Ma- 
talas Hecht, and Richard G. Zweifel, American Museum of Natural History 
(Ahif); Jaines E. Bolllke and Janvier Hamill, Academy of Natural Sciences 
of Philadelphia (AP); Doris M. Cochran, United States National Museum 
(US); Jean Guibi., Museum National d'Histoi1-e Naturelle, Paris (PM); 
Nornian E. Hartweg, Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan (UM);. 
Alan E. Leviton, George S. Myers, and Margaret H. Storey, Natural History 
Museum, Stanford University (SU); Arthur Loveridge, Benjamin Shreve, 
and Ernest E. Williams, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard Uni- 
versity (MC); Gustavo Ords  V., Escuela Politecnica Nacional, Ecuador 
(EP, OV); Dwight L. Ryerson, Pomona College; and the Revolving Re- 
search Fund of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, 
then under the chairmanship of Fred H. Stoye. 
Finally, I wish to thank James A. Peters (JP), the leading autllority on 
the herpetofauna of Ecuador, for reading over the manuscript and offering 
valuable suggestions. 
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The  abbreviations in l~arentheses are used throughout the report to 
indicate the location ol catalogued specimens. 
Notes on the physiography and climate ol Ecuador and data on certain 
specific collec~iilg localities have been derived primarily from Shellord 
(1926: 662-674), Chapinan (1926: 23-133, 703-722), Brown (1941 : 809- 
851), arid lronl inlorniation kindly provided by Gustavo OrcCs V. and 
Janies A. Peters. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE OF ECUADOR 
The  dominant physiographic feature of Ecuador is the high Andean 
Cordillera, inaxilnulrl elevation approximately 21,000 feet (6400 meters), 
that extends along a north-south axis from Colombia to Perh and separates 
the western coastal lowlands from the eastern lowlands ol the upper 
Amazoil Basin. As a direct consequence of the influence ol the Andes, 
Ecuador can be divided into six major physiographic regions. 
I. TI-IE COASTAL PLAINS. -T~~S  region is mostly below 1000 feet (300 
meters) and is continuous with the humid coastal belt of Colonlbia to the 
north and the desert coastal region of Peril to the south. North of Guaya- 
quil the coastal area is about 100 miles wide (160 kilometers), but it nar- 
rows abruptly south of this region to form a narrow band about 20 miles 
(32 kilometers) in width, and is uninterrupted to the Peruvian border. In 
extreme northwestern Ecuador the coastal plain narrows to between 40 
and 50 iniles (64-80 kilometers) in breadth. There is a definite north to 
south gradient in the climate of the western lowlands best exemplified by 
the changing vegetation. The  northern coastal area is covered with a dense 
lush rain forest, continuous with the tropical coastal forests of Colombia 
and Panam&. At about the level of Bahia de Cariquez the coastal plains 
become tlrier antl deciduous forest replaces the tropical evergreens, al- 
though the tropical forest extends farther south inland from the coast. 
The  most westward projecting points of the northern coastal plain, Cabo 
San Lorcnzo and Punta Santa Elena, are very arid in contrast to the forests 
immediately to the east. The  Santa Elena plain to the west of Guayaquil 
is particularly dry antl resembles quite closely the desertic areas of northern 
Perh. The  irnnlediately to the north and west of Guayaquil receive 
consitlerable rain and are a mixture of tropical forest, deciduous forest, 
and savanna depending upon local rainfall conditions. South of the estuary 
of the Kio Guayas aloilg the east shore of the Gulf of Guayaquil the 
coas~al plain is covered by a savanna association of low scrub interspersed 
with grassland. There are, however, scattered islands of tropic or subtropic 
lorest as lar south as El Oro Province. The  savanna is replaced in turn in 
extreme southern Ecuador hy a desert association typical of the northern 
Peruvian coast. 
11. WEST ANDJAN S L O P E S . - T ~ ~  Andes rise abruptly from the low 
coastal plain at an elevation of about 1500 feet (4.50 meters) to form a 
rather steep western slope. The  slope is covered for the most part at 
altitudes between 3000 and 9000 feet (900-2700 mcters) by 2 rich montane 
forest. The  forest varies markedly in altitudinal extent depending on local 
conditions of temperature and humidity. There is, however, a gradual 
increase in the elevation of the lower limit of this forest from north to 
south ant1 a tendency for the woodland to occupy a rather narrow belt in 
southern Ecuador. 
111. THF, ANDEAN CORDII.LERA.-T~~ main ridge of the Andes of Ecua- 
dor is essentially a single range. Several river valleys or hoyos lie along the 
Andean axis and it is usual to rcler to the major peaks to the east or west 
of this axis as forming the Cordillera Oriental and Cordillera Occidental, 
respectively. The  temperate, subalpine, and alpine areas of the Andes all 
lie above 9000 feet (2700 meters) and are included in the present physi- 
ographic unit. However, within the limits of this region, up to 21,000 feet 
(6400 meters), there are a number of climatic zones. Since Atractus has not 
been taken above 9000 feet, these additional zones are not discussed. 
IV. THE INTERANDEAN BASINS.-The river valleys or hoyos that tend 
to lie along the main axis of the Andes in Ecuador are frequently grouped 
together as the Interandean Plateau. They are, however, mostly disjunct 
from one another and form a series of separate mountain valleys almost 
cornpletely surrounded by the Andes. The  principal hoyos, arranged in 
order from north to south with an indication of their position in drainage 
systems, are: Ibarra (Pacific), Quito (Pacific), Latacunga-Riobamba (Ama- 
zon), Chimbo (Pacific), Alausi (Pacific), Cafiar (Pacific), Cuenca (Amazon), 
Jubones (Pacific), Zaruma (Pacific), and Loja (Amazon). These valleys lie 
at altitudes between 7000 and 9000 feet (2100-2700 meters). The  more 
northern hoyos support savanna or grassland communities, but the Hoyo 
de Cuenca and the Llanos of Jubones ancl Zaruma arc desertic, and the 
Valle de Loja is semi-arid. The  Andean slopes south of Loja are very arid. 
An additional feature of the hoyos is the rain shadow effect of the bordering 
Andes that curtails the precipitation in these valleys and all but eliminates 
it along the surrounding Andean slopes. 
V. EASTERN ANDEAN S ~ o r ~ s . - T h e  astern slope of the Andes rises 
from the upper Amazon Basin at about the 4000-foot (1200 meter) level. 
These slopes are covered with a dense montane forest in regions of adequate 
rainfall a t  elevations between 3000 and 9000 feet (900-2700 meters). There 
is a tendency for the forests to be replaced to a considerable extent by 
scrub at lower elevations in southern Ecuador. 
VI. O R T I ~ N T E . - T ~ ~  upper Amazon Basin area of eastern Ecuador is 
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covered by the typical tropical forest colllrnunities found from Venezuela 
and Colombia south through Brad ,  Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia in the 
upper Amazon Valley. 
This section presents a llst of the principal localities from which snakes 
of the genus Atrnctzhs have been taken in Ecuador. Information on these 
places has been obtainecl iloin numerous sources, including Chapman 
(1926) and Rrown (1941). All localities have been checked against the 
Mnpn Gcogllifica dpl L'r~lnrlor, rompilndo por el Instztuto Geogrlificn 
Mz l~ tnr  d~ E L Z L ~ ~ O ?  (edition ol 1950). Exact location and altitudes are al- 
ways based upon this map whele theie is a difference of opinion as to these 
data in other qources. Altltutles, except tor well-known localities, are 
approximate and are rounded off to the neaiest 100 feet or 50 meters. 
Dr. Guatavo Orcks V. has gone over this entire list for errors of corn- 
mission and omission and has offered invaluable aid in finding obscure 
localities. He and James A. Peters have further enhanced the usefulness 
of the ga7etteer by contributing sl~ggestive information concerning mis- 
labeled or confusing specimens with presumably erroneous locality data. 
The  provinces are shown in Figure 1. 
Abitagua, Tungurahua Province. An eastward projecting cordillera of the eastern 
Andes, just ~io~rtl i  of tlic l';\sta7a Cafion, at about l o  10' S and 78' 7' W, reaching alti- 
tudes of 10,000 feet (3050 mcters). Material from this locality appears to have been 
Lakcn in the footliill region of this ridge at  elevations around 3900 fcet (1300 meters). 
Rio Aguarico, Napo-Pastaza Province. A largc tributary of the Rio Napo which i l  
cnters a t  0" 57' S and 75" 12' W, altitule about 1800 feet (550 meters). 
Alausi, Chilnborazo Provincc. A town in the interandcan region at  2" 11' S and '78" 
50' W, allitutlc about 8550 lcct (2600 mclcrs). 
Arajuno, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the south bank of the Rio Arajuno, 
a tributary of thc uppcr I l i o  Napo of east Ecnaclor, lying at  l o  17' S and 77' 47' W, alti- 
tutlc 2200 Sect (650 meters). 
Avila, Napv-Pastaza Province. A town in the Rio Napo drainage of castern Ecuador, 
a t  0" 38' S and 77" 27' W, elevation 2000 fect (GOO mctcrs). 
Banos, Tungurahua Province. A town on the south bank of the uppcr Rio Pastaza 
of eastern Ec~~atlor,  lying at  l o  25' S and 78" 33' W, altitude 6200 feet (1900 meters). 
Rio Bobonaza, Napo-Pastaza Province. J\ northcrn tributary of thc Rio Pastaza 
of eastern Ecuado'r, enters tlic Pastaza at  2" 35' S and 7G0 40' W, clcvation at  this point 
about 800 feet (250 meters). 
Canelos, Napo-Pastaza Province. An cast Ecuadorian village on llic upper Rio 
Bobonaza, a t  1" 3G' S and 77" 48' W, altitude 1700 fcet (500 meters). 
Chanala, Santiago-Zamora Province. An east Ecuadorian village ncar the upper 
Upano on the trail from Riobarnba to Macas; lying at  2" 10' S and 78" 27' W, altitude 
7600 fect (2450 mcters). Sometimes spellcd Chamala. 
Fic. 1. Map of Ecuador indicating the Provinces. 
Chicherota, Napo-Pastaza Province. An upper Ainazoilian Basin village near the 
point where the Rio Bobonaza empties into the liio Pastaza, at  about 2" 32' S and 76" 
38' W, elcvation 800 feet (250 meters). 
Rio Chiguancay, Chimborazo Province. A stream flowing into the Rio ChanchAn from 
the north between Huigra and Bucay on the west Andean slopc; thc Chanchbn emptics 
inlo the Rio Guayas by the Ria, Chimbo. T h e  mouth of the Chiguancay is a t  2" 16' S and 
79" 3'W, elevation 2600 feet (800 meters). 
Chiguaza, Santiago-Zamora Province. A small village at  thc eastern base of the Andes, 
located at  the mouth of the Rio Chiguaza (Tuna-Chiguaza) where it empties into the 
Kio l'astaza; lying at  l o  55' S and 77" 50' W, altitude 2000 feet (600 meters). 
El Chiral, El Oro Province. A village on the west slope of the Andes on the trail 
betwccn Santa Rosa and Portovclo, at  3' 32' S and 79' 12' W, elevation 5400 feet (1G00 
meters). 
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Chonta, El (Pro Province. A village on tllc xue\t \lope ol the Andes on tllc trctll I)c 
tween Santa Row and I'ortovelo, at  3' 35' S and 79" 18' W, altltude about 4000 feel 
(1200 metcrs). 
Rio Coca, Napo-Pastaza Province. A t r ibuta~y of the Rio Napo ~ ~ h i c h  it enters at  
about 0" 27' S ant1 76" 58' W, altitude a t  this point 800 fcet (250 meteis). 
Conambo, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the Rio Conambo of the Rio I i g i e  
drainage of extreme east Ecuador, aL l o  52' S and 76" 48' W, clcvatior~ 1000 fect (300 
melers). 
Concepcion, Napo-Pastaza Province. A srnall vill;rgc on thc r~ppcr  Rio Nape at 0' 
48' S and 77" 25' W, altitudc 1200 fcet (360 meters). 
Rio Cononaco, Napo-Pastaza Province. A major tributary ol  tlie Rio Curaray of the 
uppcr Amazon drainagc; joins the Curaray at  approximately l o  33' S ant1 75' 40' \I, 
altitude 600 fcct (200 mclcrs). 
Rio Copataza, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tribr~tary of the Rio I'asta~a into which 
it empties at  2" 05' S and 77" 27' W, altitude about 1500 feet (450 mctcrs). l 'h is  tratne 
is sometimes spelled Crrpataza. 
Rio Corrientes, Napo-Pastara Province. A t r ibula~y of the llio Tiglc of northeautc~~l 
l'erir, lying between the llio 13trbonaza arid the Rio <:ol~amho; ernpties inlo t l ~ c  
Kio Tigrc a t  3' 45' S and 74" 38' W. All matel.ia1 from along this river in Ec~~at lor  is 
from bclo~w 2000 fect (GOO meters) in elevation. 
Rio Cotopino, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tributary or the upper llio Napo of cast 
Ecuador, enters the Napo at 0' 45' S and 77" 13' \I, altitutle at  this point about 1000 
fect (300 mctcrs). 
Cncnca, Azuay Province. A large town in the interandean region of central Ecuador 
at  about 2" 53' S and 78" 58' W, altitude 8468 feet (2580 meters). 
Gualaquiza, Santiago-Zamora Province. i\ village on thc castern slop? of the Antlcs 
at  9" 22' S ant1 78" 33' W, altitudc 3100 feet (950 ~nctcrs). 
Rio Guataracu, Napo-Pastaza Province. A snrall stream tributary to chc llio Sano 
of the uppcr Napo drainage of eastern Ecuador; empties into the Srrno at 0" 42' S al~tl  
77" 20' W, elevation here aboui 1600 feet (500 meters). 
Guayaquil, Guayas Province. A city about 45 miles north of the Golfo dc  Crrayaql~il 
on the Rio Guayas of west Ecuador; lying at  2" 12' S and 79" 52' W, sea level. 
Huigra, Chimborazo Province. A slnall tow11 on t l ~ c  Rio Chanchitl at almnt 2" 17' S 
and 78" 59' W, elevation 4000 feet (1200 meters). 
Intac, Irnbabura Province. A westxvard PI-ojecting cordillera of the western Andes, 
lying at  about 0" 15' N and 78" 30' \V; this ridge reaches altitudes of 10,000 feel (3050 
meters). Matcrial in the British Museum recorded from this locality was apparently taken 
in thc vicinity of a small far111 (Tollo Intac) on the north slope of the cordillera along 
thc south bank of tlic Rio Llurimagua, altitude 19.50 fcct (600 meters), at 0' 20' N and 
78" 44' W. This region is solnctimes called Intag. 
Rio Laptococha, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tributary of the Rio Aguarico of eastcrn 
Ecuador, which it cnters at 0" 40' S and 75" 17' W, altitlrtle at  this point 650 feet (200 
metcrs). 
Loja, Loja Province. A large town in thc soutlie~n interandran region at  ahout 
4" 00' S and 79" 12' M.', altitude 7300 fect (2200 meters). 
Loreto, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the east bank of the Rio Suno in the 
Rio Napo drainage of east Ecuador, at  0" 38' S and 77" 20' W, altitudc 1900 fect (600 
Llanganate, Tungurahua Province. A prominent cordillera of the east Andes run- 
ning from east to west at  about l o  15' S and 78" 15' W; continuous to the southeast with 
the Cordillera de Abitagua and attaining elevations in excess of 12000 feet (4000 meters). 
Macas, Santiago-Zamora Province. A small town just west of the Rio Upa~lo of the 
Rio Zamora system 01 east Ecuador, a t  2" 17' S and 78" 18' W, altitude 3500 feet (1050 
111cLcrs). 
Macuma, Santiago-Zamora Province. A village of eastern Ecuador, a t  2" 10' S and 
77" 40' W, altitude 2000 feet (600 meters). 
Rio Mapoto, Tungurahua Province. A tr~butary of the upper Rio Pastaza drain- 
ing the southern slope of the Cordillera de Llanganate; enters the Pastaza a t  lo  24' S 
and 78" 16' W, altitude at  this point about 3900 feet (1200 meters). 
Mendez, Santiago-Zamora Province. An east Ecuador village on the Rio Paute, a 
tributary of the Rio Upano of the Rio Zamora system; lying at  2" 48' S and 78" 18' W, 
altitude 2300 feet (730 meters). 
Mindo, Pichincha Province. A village on the western slopes of the Andes at  9" 02' S 
and 78" 50' W, altitude 4100 feet (1250 meters). 
Montalvo, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the upper Rio Bobonaza, at  2" 04' S 
and 76" 58' W, altitude 1100 feet (300 meters). 
Normandia, Santiago-Zamora Province. An east Andean village near the upper Rio 
Upano on the trail between Riobamba and Macas; lying at  2" 10' S and 78' 12' W, 
elevation 4300 feet (1300 meters). 
Rio Oglin, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tributary of the upper Rio Curaray of east 
Ecuador, which it entcrs at  1" 19' S and 77" 35' W, altitude 2000 feet (GOO meters). 
Pallatanga, Chimborazo Province. A town on the west slopc oC the Andes, east of 
thc Chimbo Valley at  2" 00' S and 78" 57' W, elevation 4900 feet (1500 meters). This 
locality has been made famous by the Buckley collections purchased for the British 
Museunl (Natural History). Unfortunately it now appears that almost all the material 
reported from this locale is actually east Ecuadorian in character and i t  seems likely that 
through some error in labeling the locality became attached to Buckley material from 
Napo-Pastaza Province. This place has also been listed in the literature as Paitanga 
(apparently a result of phonetic transcription) and through an error on my part is listed 
as being in eastern Chiinborazo Province in my previous ~-eport (Savage, 1955). I am 
indebted to Doctor James A. Peters for information leading to a clarification of the status 
of material recorded from Pallatanga or Paitanga. Also see Peters (1955:338). 
Paramba, Imbabura Province. A farm on the south bank of the Rio Mira of west 
Ecuador, at  0" 49' N and 78" 25' W, altitude 2500 feet (800 meters). Sometimes spelled 
I'arumba. 
Payamino, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the Rio Payamino, a tributary of the 
Rio Napo, a t  0" 30' S and 77" 18' W, altitude 1000 feet (300 meters). 
Rio Pitzara, Picbincha Province. A tributary of the Rio Guaillabamha of the 
Rio Esineraldas systeiil of west Ecuador; enters the Guaillabamba at  0' 21' N and 79" 14' 
747, altitude at  this point about 800 feet (250 meters). 
Rio Puncuno, Napo-Paslaza Province. A tributary of the upper Rio Napo system 
of east Ecuador; enters the Rio Suno at  0" 47' S and 77" 16' W, just before the Suno 
c~lipties into the Napo; altitude at  this point 1900 feet (600 meters). 
Puyo, Napo-Pastaza Province. An east Ecuadorian village on the southwest bank of 
thr Rio Puyo :it l o  30' S and 78" 00' W, altitude 3000 feet (950 meters). 
Riobamba, Chimborazo Province. A city on the large interandean plateau, lying at  
l o  40's and 78" 38' W, elevation 9000 feet (2700 meters). 
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Rutun Hill, Tungurahua Province. The  northeast shoulder of the Volcin Tun-  
gurahua, lying just to the south of Bafios on the trail to the top of Tungurahua; at  
l o  26' S and 78" 24' W, reaches altitudes of nearly 10,000 feet (3000 meters). 
San Francisco de Mapoto, Tungurahua Province. A farm on the north bank of the 
Rio Pastaza, just east of the point where the Rio Mapoto empties into the Pastaza; also 
called Mapoto 01 Quebrada de Mapoto; lying at  l o  24' S and 78' 1G' I Y ,  altitude 9900 
feet (1200 meters). 
San Javier, Esmeraldas Province. A village on the north bank of the Rio Cachabi, 
a tributary of the Rio Santiago of west Ecuador, at  l o  04' N and 78" 47' TIT, elevation 
160 feet (50 meters). 
San Jose del Chimbo, Bolivar Province. A small west Andean town also called San 
Jose or Chimbo, lying at l o  12 's  and 79" 01' W, at an altitude of 8000 feet (2450 meters). 
Santo Dorningo de 10s Colorados, Pichincha Province. A village on the west slopes 
of the Andes at Oo 13' S and 79" 05' TY, altitude 1800 feet (600 meters). 
Sarayacu, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the north bank of the upper Kio 
Bobonaza of east Ecuador, at l o  45' S and 77" 29' W, altitude 1300 feet (400 meters). 
Sucua, Santiago-Zamora Province. A village west of the Rio Upano, a tributary of 
the Rio Zamora of east Ecuador, at 2" 24' S and 78" 10' W, altitude 2600 feet (800 meters). 
Rio Suno, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tributary of the upper Rio Napo, which it enters 
at  0" 45' S and 77" 15' W, about 1000 feet (300 meters) altitude at  this point. 
Taisha, Santiago-Zamora Province. A village and airfield in the upper drainage of 
the Rio Moroila of the Amazon system, at  2" 23' S and 77" 30' IY,  elevation 1600 feet 
(500 meters). 
Rio Talin, Napo-Pastaza Province. A tributary of the Rio Bobonaza of east Ecuador, 
enters the Bobonaza about 10 miles east of Puyo, altitude at   his point 2100 feet (650 
meters). 
Turula (Tuvola), "Oriente." This locality is given for a number of east Ecuadorian 
species of ainphibians and reptiles collected by Heinrich Feyer for the American Museum 
of Natural History. Dunn (1942:505) lists this place as Tuvola under eastern Ecuador 
and gives the elevation as 2800 feet (750 meters). I have been unable to find any place by 
this name in Ecuador and neither Dr. Orcks nor James A. Peters can determine i t s  loca- 
tion. 
Villano, Napo-Pastaza Province. A village on the Rio Villano, a tributary of the 
upper Rio Curaray, about 35 miles east of Puyo at  l o  30' S and 77' 28' W, altitude 1300 
feet (400 meters). 
Yunguilla, Tungurahua Province. A village on the north bank of the Pastaza CaAon, 
just east of the mouth of the Rio Blanco, at  l o  24' S and 78' 20' I\', altitude 5300 feet 
(1600 meters). Sometimes spelled Yungvilla or Yungilla. 
Zamora, Santiago-Zamora Province. A village lying in the valley of the upper Rio 
Zamora of east Ecuador, just to the east of the Cordillera de Zamora, at  4' 04' S and 78" 
57' W, altitude 3300 feet (1000 meters). 
Several series of snakes of the genus Atractus in the American Museum 
of Natural History, taken by the professional collector Heinrich Feyer, are 
cataloged from Riobamba, "Chamala" or Normandia. Most of this material 
is apparently from the immediate vicinity of Macas, Santiago-Zamora 
Province, which lies on the trail running from Rioba~nba through Chanala 
(Chamala) and Normandia to the ~ r i e n t e .  Riobamba lies in one of the 
arid and cold inter;intlean hoyos at about 9000 feet (2700 meters) elevation. 
The  two species ol At~ac tus ,  elaps (Gunther) antl major Boulenger, sup- 
1msetlly Sronl lhis place are known elsewhere only from material taken in 
the llulr~id lorests of eastern Ecuador at elevations below 3500 leet (1100 
meters). Although Canala and Normandia are at slightly lower altitudes 
than Riobanlba (between 4000 and 7000 leet; 1300-2500 meters), these 
places are also well above the known altitudinal ranges lor A .  elups and 
A .  7 1 ~ a j o ~ .  ThereCore, the original locality data on specimens of these 
spe(:ies Sroni the Amercian Museum collections are listed in this paper as 
lrom the Kiobanlba-Macas Trail, Chanala-Macas Trail, or Normandia- 
Macas Trail. All snakes in these samples were probably taken in the 
ilnrnediate vicinity of Macas, elevation 3500 feet (1 100 meters). 
A third species oi: the genus, Atlnctlls resplendens Werner, is also repre- 
sented in the Fcyer material from these localities. Since the altitudinal 
range ol the species is restricted to Ixtween 3500 and G200 feet (1100-1900 
nretcrs) elsewhere in Ecuador, I have accepted the original locality data 
as being authentic lor these specimens. The  species is not represented in 
other collections from Kiobamba ancl i t  seems likely that Feyer's examples 
are all irorn near Chanala ;inti Normandia. 
i\ consitlei-able nunlber of specimens of At~ac tus ,  as well as examples of 
other amphibians antl reptiles, have been reported by workers a t  the 
British Museun~ (Natural History) fro111 "West Ecuador," "West Andes 
01 Ecuador," or "Antles ol Ecuador." The  material listed by these workers 
is without question oi Ecuadorian origin. However, almost all of the 
sl)ecimcns with these data represent species subsequently taken only in 
eastern Ecuador, usually in the lowlantls. For this reason, unless there is 
additional evidence to the contrary which establishes the occurrence of 
particular species in the ilncles or western Ecuador, I have placed no reli- 
ance on British h/luseum records Prom these generalized localities. 
T h e  status ol' two specimens of Atractus in the Buckley collections at 
the British Museuin (Natural History), supposedly from Intac, Ilnbabura 
Province, is also confusing. T h e  snakes appear to represent two species, 
A t ~ a c t u s  major Houlenger and A t ~ a c t u s  occipitoulbus (Jan), that are well 
represented by nlaterial from eastern Eucador. These examples differ 
slightly fro111 salllples ol the species from across the Andes and may 
eventually prove to be from distinct populations restricted to the Pacific 
slopes. Until additional collecting is done near Intac, i t  seems best to regard 
these examples with suspicion and to assume tentatively that they are 
mislabeled material originating froin east of the Andes. The  chaos in 
locality data for Buckley's c.ollections as noted under Pallatanga in the 
gazetteer. ancl irl the relnarks on vague geographic data 011 other British 
Mt~seinrr ~n;~teri:il ~nakes this assumption rnost logical. 
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VAKIAI'ION IN SYSTEMATIC CHARACTEKS 
HEAD S ~ ~ ~ ~ u s . - K o s t r a l  (Fig. 2): This shield exhibits considerable 
intrapopulational variability in relative proportions and shape. However, 
the size ol the rostral with relation to otlier head shields is a constant 
leature that serves to segregate the genus into two groups. The  first group, 
represented in Ecuador by the red and black ringed Atractus elaps (Giin- 
ther), has a large rostral, the scale being equal to or larger than a pre- 
Irontal. In all other Ecuadorian Atractus the rostral is rather small and never 
approaches a prelontal in size. In the species accounts, the elaps-type 
of rostral is relei-red to as "large," the second type as "small." The  only 
other member of the genus known to have a large rostral is Atractus 
latifrons (Giinther), a red and black ringed species closely allied to A .  elaps. 
All other Atractus seen by me have a small rostral. 
Internasals (Fig. 2): The  size of the internasal shields appears to be 
directly correlated with the condition of the rostral. A11 Ecuadorian 
Atractus, except elups, have internasals much less than half as large as a 
prelrontal. A .  elaps has the internasals almost as large as the prefrontals. 
The  lormer condition will hereafter be relerred to as "small internasals" 
and the latter as "large internasals." Only A. latifrons among non-Ecuador- 
ian species examined has large internasals. 
Prel'rontals (Fig. 2): The  relative size ol the prefrontals is positively 
correlated with the dcgree of rostral and internasal development. In 
A .  ellups and A .  latijrons the prcfrontals are about as broad (measured 
along their margin of contact with the internasals) as long (measured 
along the median suture). In all other Atractus observed the prefrontals 
are always at least one and a half times as broad as long. The  former 
condition is called "broatl prefrontals" and the latter "long prefrontals" 
in the species accounts. 
Frontals and Parietals: 'The relative proportions of these shields have 
been used by previous workers to distinguish between species of Atractus. 
I find in Ecuadorian members of the genus that the proportions of these 
two scales are subject to wide variation within local populations and that 
there are such extensive interpopulational overlaps between the various 
forms that the characters have little value. For these reasons the propor- 
tions of the frontal and parietals have not been employed for specific 
determinations in this study. 
Postnasal and Loreal (Fig. 2): All known Atractus, except A .  carrioni 
Parker, have the postnasal and loreal preventing any contact between the 
prelrontal ancl supralabial shields. The  loreal is absent or represented by 
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FIG. 2. Head scutellation in Ecuadorian species of Atrnct~~s .  Scries on right illustrates 
arrangement in nadius  and Trilinecitus groups; on left conditions in blaf,s Group. 
A,A', rostral; B,B', intcrnasals-prefronjtals; C,C', loreal-postnasal area. 
a small scale just anterior to the eye (referred to as a preocular in this 
papcr) and the prefrontals meet the supralabials in carrioni. There are 
two types ol postnasal-loreal relationships lound in the remaining Ecuador- 
ian Atractus. These appear to provide valid criteria for distinguishing 
between species in extralimital members of the genus as well. In the 
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species accounts, the loreal conditions are relerred to as: (1) short loreal, 
in which the lorcal is short, squarish, and about as long as the postnasal; 
and (2) long loreal, in which it is elongate and between two ant1 lour times 
as long as the postnasal. Most members ol the genus have a long loreal, 
but A .  elaps and A .  lntifrons have loreals ol the short type. 
A t t ~ a c t z ~ ~  modestus Boulenger, froin western Ecuador, known lrom a - 
single specimen, has a short loreal approaching the elups condition. In all 
other features modes tz~s  appears to be similar to Atraclus with long loreals 
and rather different from those, elnps and lalifrons, with short loreals. It 
inay be that the holotype of the species is anomalous in its loreal tlcvelop- 
inent. Rare examples from typically long loreal populations of non-Ecu:t- 
dorian Atractus may have one or both of the loreals considerably 1-cducecl. 
I t  is thus probable that the type of A .  modrstzl .~ represents a rare occurrencc 
and that additional material will probably establish that the population as 
a whole usually has long loreals. 
The  diiEercnces in the size of the loreals, prefrontals, intcrnasals, ant1 
rostal are apparently the product oL differences in relative heacl propor- 
tions. A. elaps and A .  latifrons have rather broad heads ant1 appear very 
blunt-snouted when compared with other forms. The  sharp demarcation 
ol the red and black ringed species from all other incmbers of the genus in 
the nature of the cephalic scutellation (Fig. 2) is probably the result of 
the distinctive head shape. 
Postoculars: In the past the number of postoculars has been e~nphasiretl 
as a method of diagnosing species ol Atrarlus. Unfortunately, these scales 
are subject to a peculiar kind 01 variation that makes their use oi tlubiou, 
value. 
Most individuals examined have either one or two postoculars on each 
side. Occasionally three postoculars are present or the postoculnr fuses 
with some other head shield, usually a supralabial or the paiietal. The  
difficulty in employing the number of postoculars as a systematic character 
does not arise from these variations. I t  stems from the fact that In one 
population the number ol postoculars may be extremely constant, while 
in other populations the number may be variable. When large sample\ 
are available the relative proportions of one versus two postoculars in a 
population may have some significance, but utilization of this lcature in 
small samples is hopeless. Variation in postoculars for Ecuadorian species 
of Atractus is shown in Table I. T h e  number of postoculars is recortled 
lor both sides of the head so that the total number of snakes examined is 
equal to one-hall the number of postocular counts. 
The  diffcrences in proportions of the specimens with one or two 
postoculars within a population sample is not reatlily explained. The  
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TABLE I 
Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 205 220 1 428 
VARIK~ION I  N u b r e e ~ t  OF ~'osToC~JLARS I N  ECUADORIAN SI,I(CII.:S OF Alractus 
variation is not obviously a result of the influence of environmental factors. 
This is shown by the fact that in samples with a constancy of a particular 
postocular count the snakes may be from a single locality (for example in 
a series of elaps from Macas, Santiago-Zamora Province, all have one post- 
ocular) or from a wide range of habitats (A .  major, from almost all Ecua- 
dorian localities, has two postoculars). On the other hand a sample of 
Atractus occipitonlbus (Jan) from Macas exhibits almost a 1:l  ratio be- 
tween two postoculars and one postocular. In each instance ecologic 
uniformity or variability does not seem to affect thc number of postoculars 
characteristic of the population. Quite possibly the number of postoculars 
is controlled by some genetic factor or factors, perhaps cven a singlc gene, 
that has varying frequencies in the different populations. 
The  prescnce of two postoculars should probably be considered a 
primitive condition while one postocular seems to be produced through 
failure of one of the scales to develop or through fusion (lailure ol' the 
suture to develop). 
Totals Spccics 
. . 
carrzonz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 16 
co1lari.s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 4 
dunni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 2 
ecuadorensis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 2 
1 0 9  elaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) 114 
gaigeae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 14 
lehmanni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 12 
major . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 123 124 
microrhyncl~us . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 2 
modestus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 2 
mt~lticinctus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 12 
occidcntalis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 1 6 
occifiitoalbus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 28 44 
N t ~ t l l b e ~  o f  I'ostoculnrs 
0 1 2 3 
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Supralabials: These shields tend to llavc high frequency of a give11 
number within a population. In Ecuadorian material there are usually six, 
seven, or eight upper labials. Usually, the third and fourth supralabials 
enter the orbit in individuals with six or seven labials and the Sourth and 
fifth enter the orbit when there are eight supralabials. Caution rnust be 
exercised when using this feature if small samples are being studied. Fre- 
quently a form with seven or eight labials will have the numbcr of supra- 
labials increased or decreased in as many as 25 per cent of the individuals. 
Insolar as I know there is no variation in species with six labials, although 
an increase to seven is to be expected on occasion. 
I t  is difficult to determine what number of supralabials is most primitive 
in the genus. If it is assumed that six is the least specialized count, seven 
labials would have been produced by a division of onc of the large labials 
posterior to the eye. Species with eight supralabials could have arisen froln 
forms with seven labials through division of one of the labials anterior 
to the eye. The  rarity of species with eight Iabials in Atl-actrls, and the fact 
that in one lorm with eight labials, in Ecuador, seven supralabials are quite 
common, suggests that seven supralabials are primitive to eight. If we 
assume that the seven-labial condition was primitive, types with six labials 
would have been produced through fusion of two labials posterior to the 
eye. Other characteristics support this latter concept and in Ecuador, at 
least, forms with six labials appear to be a specialized group. 
Infralabials: These shields usually number six or seven, but may be 
as many as eight or as few as five. There are usually three or four infra- 
labials in contact with the chin shield on each side. The! last infralabial, 
as counted for this report, usually lies at  the angle of the mouth and under 
the penultimate supralabial. The  number of infralabials seems to be more 
variable than the supralabial count, but it still lnay coilstitute a Sairly 
sound character for population recognition. The  infralabial count has not 
been utilized previoasly in A tl-nct~rs ystematics. 
SCALE Rows.-The number of dorsal scale rows is constant for each 
population. The  scales are almost always in 17 or 15 rows. Occasionally 
the number may be reduced on the neck to 16 or 14. Throughout this 
report when the number of scale rows is mentioned it indicates that the 
scale iormula is 17-17-17 or 15-15-15. 
I t  is not likely that all populations with the same number of scale rows 
are closely related. T h e  Eorms with 17 rows are probably more primitive 
than species with the 15 rows, the latter group being the result of inde- 
pendent derivations from several forms with 17 scalc rows. Evidence 
supporting this view is derived from the wide geographic separation be- 
tween seemingly similar At rac tus  with 15 scale rows and the fact that there 
are many more species with 17 scale rows. 
SEGMLNTAL COUNTS.-In conlinon with most burrowing snakes, the 
genus Atractus exhibits strong sexual dimorphisin in the segnlental scale 
counts. In all forills examined by me, including extralinlital ones, the 
inales average about 10 lewer ventrals and 10 inore caudals than the females. 
Ignorance oC this condition has caused inany woikers to describe the males 
and feinales of the sanie population as distinct species. If the sexes are taken 
separately the segmental counts are of- great iinportance in deliiniting 
populations. 
Correlated with the differenccs in ventral and caudal counts are the 
absolute standard length and the relative tail length (Table 11). The  
standard length attained by females is always greater than that for males 
TABLE I1 
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' Immature specimen 
** Sex unknown. 
of the same species. The  inales always have a somewhat longer tail than 
the feinales. These differences probably are related to the carrying of eggs 
by the female and the location of the intromittent organ in the tail of 
the male. 
No other scale count or proportion with the possible exception of head 
width seems to be affec led by sexual climorphislll. 
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The  sex of specimens reported in the literature is frequently not 
recorded or is subject to doubt. In  order to make possible colnparison 
between such examples and properly describe material it has been ex- 
pedient to use the sunl of the ventrals plus the caudals as a character. 
There does not appear to be any significant sexual difference in this count 
and althougll it tends to obscure differences between short-bodied, long- 
tailed species and long-bodied, short-tailed forms it can be used as an 
additional taxonomic aid. 
DENTITION 
Herpetologists working on Neotropical colubrids have usually placed 
considerable emphasis on the nature and number of maxillary teeth. It  is, 
therefore, surprising that aside from records of tooth numbers in generic 
descriptions little attention has been given to this character in Atractz~s.  
In  Ecuador the number of maxillary teeth is diagnostic of each population 
(Table 111). Pterygoid, palatine, and mandibular teeth have not been 
counted, but they probably have solnewhat similar patterns. I t  is obvious 
that an adequate study of dental variation throughout the genus would 
provide a better understanding of populational limits and possibly oS 
rela tionships. 
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r o u b i  . . . . . . . .  . . 
Totals 12 42 69 42 3 2  ? 172 
Maxillar- tooth number unknown in dlinni and mic?orhynchus. 
Numbel o f  'I 'ce~h 
5 6 7  8 9 1 0 1 1  
'I'oLals 
A t ~ a c t z l s  elaps and A .  latifrons differ slightly froin the remainder of 
the genus in the structure of the maxillary teeth. In these nz-o species the 
teeth are strongly compressed, elliptical in cross-section, rather short, and 
separated from one another by short interspaces (Fig. 3B). In all other 
A t ~ a c t z l s  examined, the inaxillary teeth are not compressed, are essentially 
round in cross-section, and are separated fronl one another by larger inter- 
spaces (Fig. 3A). 
FIG. 3. Maxillary dentition in Atractus. A, maxilla of A .  carrioni showing condition 
typical of Budius and Tri l ineatus  groups; B, maxilla of A .  elaps indicating characteristics 
of E,lnps Group. 
I11 recording the number of teeth each empty socket is counted as a 
tooth. The  anterior maxillary tooth is located at  the tip of the bone and 
is usually rather long and recurved. The last maxillary tooth is quite 
small and is frequently lost in dissection. 
The  At )ac tu s  ol Ecuador fall into two well-defined subdivisions on the 
basis ol heinipenial cha~acters. All species agree in having each hemipenis 
bilobed at the tip, the sulcus spermaticus bifurcate, and a large basal naked 
pocket located lateral to the sulcus and sometimes reaching to the level ol 
the sulcus division. The  body of the hemipenis is divided into three 
distinct morphologic regions: (1) A series of short longitudinal plicae 
extend irorn the base of the organ to the level of the third to sixth caudal 
to form the basal fillcute area. ( 2 )  A series of small to moderate sized . , 
spines cover the organ from the basal plicatc area to the level of the 
sulcus division and form the central spinous area of the hemipenis. (3) l h e  
portion of the organ extending from the level of the sulcus division to 
the apex constitutes the distal region,. The  two groups of Ecuadorian 
Atractzls differ markedly in details of the structure of the hemipenes, 
particularly in the distal region. 
In  the first group ol species, characterized by a relatively unspecialized 
liemipenis, the entire organ, except for the short basal plicate area, is 
covered with sinall spines arranged in longitudinal rows; the spines are 
sonlewhat enlarged in most forms near the level of the sulcus division. 
This type ol helllipenis is undifferentiated. 
A more complex pattern is Sound in the second group. In these species 
the usual basal plicate area is present and the central spinous region is 
abruptly replaced at aboutr tbe level of the sulcus division by a series oS 
scalloped transverse ilounces that extend to the apex of the organ. Each 
flounce bears a ridge of small papillae along its free margin. This organ 
is differentiated because of the sharp demarcation between the central 
spinous region and the distal flounced area. T h e  differences between the 
two penial types are illustrated in Figure 4. 
Although Atractus elaps has undifferentiated hemipenes, it differs fro111 
other species with similar genitalia in having the penial spines rather short 
and broad and of about equal length over the entire organs. In members 
of the Tril ineatus Group, the spines in the region of the sulcus division 
are usually at  least somewhat elongate and markedly larger than either the 
more proximal or distal spines. Most members of this section have the 
spines gradually decreasing in size toward the tip of the organs and these 
may sonletimes be reduced to non-spiny papillae at the apex. 
The  descriptions of the hemipenes in the species accounts are froill 
organs dissected in situ. A cut was made down the median lateral surface 
and the organ was then laic1 open. Whenever possible, several males were 
exanlined in an attempt to determine populational variation in this 
structure. The  length of the organ, point of sulcus division, and degree ol' 
spinosity were recorded for each species. In some instances these features 
can be usetl to separate related forms. 
FIG. 4. I-Icmipeneq of Ecuatloiian species of Atlactus. A, hemipenis of A .  major, 
clraiactelisi~c of Badivs Group; B,  Hemipenis of A. carrioni, typical of Elaps and 
Trrlrr7f~nt?rc. gloupq. 
COLORATION 
Four basic color patterns are evident in Atractus from Ecuador: (1) 
blotches or bands on a lighter ground color; (2) longitudinal stripes on a 
lighter ground color; (3) a series of alternating rings of light (red and 
sometimes yellow) and dark (black) color; and (4) uniform dark brown, 
gray, or black. 
The  blotched or banded pattern is extremely variabIe in detail. Within 
a single population some individuals may be blotched, some banded, and 
others may have these dorsal markings modified into a checkerboard 
pattern. The  dark markings are usually brown or black and show a wide 
range of shade, intensity, and extent. 
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Thc  pattern of striped individuals (Fig. 5) collsists ol ;r series of dark 
brown or black longitutlillal stripes upon a lighter ground color. Differences 
in the number and arrangement of the stripes eshibit soille intrapopula- 
tional variability, but the pattcrn appears to be cllaracteristic of popula- 
tional units. The  basic pattern in the striped species is as lollows: (1) a 
vertebral stripe, usually n single scale row in width; (2) a pair of dor- 
FIG. 5. I'rin~itive dorsal color pattern of Tri l inc .u t~~s  Group of Alrclctus. A, vertebral 
stripe; B, dorsolatcrr~l stripc; C, lateral stripe; D, larerovel~tral stripe; 1 ,  vc11L1.al stripc; 
1%' irldicates the dorsolateral hlotchcs that arc frecluel~tlp present in sorllc folms in place 
of the dorsolateral stripes. 
solateral stripes occupying portions of two scale rows, but usually about a 
single scale row in width; (3) a pair of lateral stripes about a single row 
in width, but  on portions of two scale rows; (4) a pair of narrow 
lateroventral stripes, between a quarter and a half a scale row in width 
on portions ol two adjoining scale rows; and ( 5 )  a pair of ventraI stripes 
abont a single scale row wide, located on the lower portion of the first 
scale row and the tips of the ventrals. Frequently the dorsolatcral stripes 
are represented by a series of regularly arranged squarish blotches 01- one 
to several of the stripes may be cliscontinuous. 
The  only ringed species in Ecuador, Atractus elaps, has a pattern con- 
sisting of a series of red, black, and sometimcs white rings (probably yellow 
in life), that completely encircle the body. 
il nurnber of nonlinal forms have a unilorrn dorsal pattern, dark brown, 
gray, or black. In most cases the uniform pattern is characteristic of a given 
population, but in at least one Ecuadorian form, A .  occipitonlbus (Jan), 
there are striped and uniform individuals froin the same locality. Elsewhere 
in the genus there is evidence that the uniform pattern inay occur as an 
occasional variant in typically blotched, banded, or striped populations. 
Very likely this pattern is the result of a melanistic tendency in which the 
~lnderlying pattern is obscured by darker pigments. This concept is sup- 
ported by the fact that in many essentially uniform individuals obscure 
dark stripes or blotches may be indicated under the superficial dark color. 
11 considerable number of blotched, banded, or striped species tend to 
have a light colored nuchal collar. The  collar may form a complete, 
c.ontinuous light band across the neck, and usually includes portions of' 
the parietal shields. Frequently, however, the light collar is more or less 
suffused with dark pigment even to the extent that it becomes completely 
obscuretl. In many inclividuals the dark suffusion is concentrated on the 
inid-line so that the light collar is separated into two discontinuous halves. 
In striped species of Ecuadorian Atractus the light nuchal collar is sharply 
set off from the dorsal coloration by a dark band that borders its posterior 
margin. This band is usually continuous with the longitudinal dorsal 
stripes ol the body and tail. The  condition of the nuchal collar is variable 
within inaterial from the same locality in several species and does not 
;11>pcar to bc of great systematic importance. 
Most species ol non-ringed A t ~ n c t u s  have a considerable amount of dark 
pignlent scattered over the ventral region. In some forms the entire bclly 
except for the tips of the ventrals is dark, but usually this pigmentation con- 
sists of a series of fine punctations. Several forms, however, have somc indi- 
vitluals with the color concentrated along the mid-line to form a definite 
~liitl-ventral stripe. The  occurrence of this dark stripe does not appear to 
be a useful feature for taxonoinic work. I t  may be present or absent in 
different specimens of the same species taken at the same place. The  
underside of the tail is often colored like the belly, but is usually entirely 
dark. 
BODY PROPORTIONS 
AiIensurational dnta on ~tandard length, tail length, head length, and 
head width are intludecl in the species accounts primarily to complete 
the inorphological dcscription of each Ecuatlorian form. Although the 
individual populations of At lac tus  have cha~acteristic variational patterns 
for the 1 et orded i~~c,lsulemcntr, these features are not emphasized in 
distinguishing the iecognized specics. In the body of the report all measule- 
lnenls are presented as 'tbsolute values. Tail length, head length, and heat1 
width are also given as proportions of standald length to Iacilitate com- 
parison ol Ecuadolian Atractus with exotic forms by other workers. 
Thc  absolute standard length, its mean, and maximum are descriptive 
of each lorin (Table TI). I-Iowever, the considerable overlap in valucs 
between lclated species makes these statistics of relatively little use In 
diagnosis ol the various populations. Marked sexual dimorphism is appai- 
ent in the standard length and is discussed above under the section on 
segmenlal t ounts. 
The  absolute tail length and the tail length as a ploportion of 
standard length both show strong sexual dimorphism (Table 11). Here 
again each population has a charactelistic variational range, but thele is 
so much overlap bctwcen related forms that few species can be dis- 
tinguished on the basis of tail length statistics. Because this feature and 
standard length are subject to differential growth, juvenile in<lividuals 
irequently have sllghtly different proportionc when compared with adults 
of the same species and sex. The  relative tail length appears to be directly 
correlatetl with the nuinbe1 of caudal scales, and the latter character is 
emphasized in this ieport in preference to the more variable and less 
definitive tail length to standaid length latios. 
The  head length and head width as p iopo~  tions of the standard length 
also exhibit a distinctive variational range for each species of A t ~ a c t u s .  
Both latios are subject to differential growth patterns and juvenile ex- 
amples have markedly higher values or, more correctly, relatively longer 
and broader heads than do adults of the same species. The  head width is 
most stlongly affected by differences in growth rates and some sexual 
dimorphism in the head width to standard length proportion is indicated 
by my data. In general, males tcnd to have slightly higher head width- 
standard length ratios than arc found in Lemales. However, there is exten- 
sive overlap between the sexes of the sanie species in these values and addi- 
tional work is needed to verify the suggested sexual differences. 
REVISION OF A tractus 
SYSTEMATIC SECTION 
GENUS Atractus WAGLER 1828 
Type of genus, Atractus trilineatus Wagler, 1828, by monotypy. 
Colubrid snakes with head not distinct from neck; upper surface of 
head with "normal" complement of head shields-a rostral, two internasals, 
two prefrontals, a frontal, two supraoculars, and two parietals. Nostril in 
suture between pre- and postnasal, closed by a prominent nasal valve. A 
single pair of enlarged chin shields. Pupil of eye round. Dorsal scales 
smooth, without apical pits, in 15 or 17 rows (rarely 14 or 16 on neck) 
throughout length of body. Anal plate entire; caudals divided. Maxillary 
teeth five to 13, almost equally spaced, last one or two teeth markedly 
shorter than the others; pterygoid and palatine toothed; mandibular 
teeth decreasing in length posteriorly. No hypapophyses on posterior dorsal 
vertebrae. Hemipenes bilobed at tips; sulcus spermaticus bifurcate; body 
of organ with well-developed spines; may be differentiated or not; never 
calyculate, although plicae and papillae may be present; a well-developed 
lateral naked pocket at base of organ. 
SUMMARY OF COMMON CHARACTERS.--EXC~P~ as indicated, all Ecuadorian 
Atractus share the following characteristics. Occasional aberrant specimens 
will not agree with a11 these generalizations. Rostra1 meets first supralabial, 
prenasal, and internasal. Internasals contact rostral, the nasals, the pre- 
frontals. Prefrontals roughly rectangular, in contact with internasal, post- 
nasal, loreal, supraocular, and frontal, and extend to upper anterior margin 
of orbit. Supraoculars small, bordered by prefrontal, frontal, parietal, and 
postocular. Frontal roughly triangular, rather variable in relative propor- 
tions; usually about as broad as long or only a little longer than broad, 
and meeting the paired prefrontals, supraoculars, and parietals. Parietals 
rather elongate, anteriorly meeting a postocular, a supraocular, and the 
frontal, much longer than broad. 
Nostrils between two scales; prenasals meet rostral, internasal, postnasal, 
and the first supralabial. Postnasal in contact with internasal, prenasal, 
two supralabials, and loreal. Loreal present and well developed, except 
in Atractus carrioni, separates prefrontal from supralabials; bordered by 
postnasal anteriorly, two to four supralabials below, and extends posteriorly 
to margin ol orbit. No loreal in A .  cal-rioni, although occasionally a small 
preocular scale present just anterior to eye; in this form prefrontal meets 
supralabials. No preoculars, except in carrioni, or suboculars; loreal and 
supralabials border eye anteriorly and below. Postocular separates anterior 
temporal, parietal, and one supralabial from orbit. Anterior temporal meets 
postocular and separates parietal irom supralabials. Posterior upper 
te~llporal meets parietal, may be elongate 01, transversely divided, lower 
meets supralabial line. Two supralabials enter orbit. First pair of infr~t- 
labials separates mental Srom chin shields. 
In the species accounts, no character mentioned in the generic tlefini- 
tion or the outline of common characters is reiterated. The  features en~pha- 
sized in the specific diagnoses are not repeated in the body of the species 
description. 
STATUS 01; THE GENUS, ~ V I T H  KEMARKS ON O,UES,I.IONABI.E: FOKI\IS.- 
Atrnctus appears to be closely allied with the genus Geophis Wagler, 1830, 
of Mexico, Central America, and northern South America. The  two genera 
differ in the structure of the hemipenes. In Geophis these organs are not 
bilobed, they do  not have the lateral naked pocket, and they frequently 
have calyculate tips. No other characteristic will consislently separate tlic 
two groups, although Boulenger (1894) and others have attemptecl to 
segregate Atractus from Geophis on the basis of temporal forrnulae ( 1  +2  
in the Soriller versus 0+2 in the latter). As shown elsewhere in this paper 
the temporal formulae are variable within local populations of Atractzr.~ 
and cannot be used to distinguish the genus from Geophis. In some in- 
stances specimens have the temporal formula of Atractz~s on one side of 
the head and that of Geophis on the other, according to Boulengel.'~ 
criterion. Positive identification of members of the Atractus-Geophis stock, 
thus, rests upon examination of the characteristics of the male genitalia. 
This, however, docs not create much of a problem in actual practice be- 
cause the two genera have mutually exclusive ranges except in PanamA ant1 
Colombia. Generic identification in the area of overlap is relatively simple 
since all Geoplzis known from this region have two pairs of chill shields. 
Members of the genus Atractus always have a single pair of chin shields. 
T h e  genus Geophis as presently understood consists of a series of well- 
distinguished species groups that make for rather broad generic limits. 
Within the genus there are different forms having either one or two pairs 
of chin shields, the anterior temporal present or absent, the internasals 
present or absent, the supraoculars present or absent, and the dorsal scales 
smooth or keeled. This great diversity in structure suggests that the genus 
may not constitute a completely natural unit and this possibility may 
explain the dificulty of separating Atl-act,us from Geophis. Unfortunately, 
the material available to me does not permit investigation of this problern 
in Geophis systematics. Additional work along this line is obviously neces- 
sary before the position of Atractus and its relationships to other Neotrop- 
ical colubrids can be understood. 
Several species of Atr(tctt~s and Geophis halie in the past been iricorrectly 
placed as to genus. This seems an opportune time to examine their status. 
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I t  has been usual to refer four South American species to the genus 
Geophis. These are Geophis diplozeugus Schmidt and Walker (1 943); 
Geophis nigroalbus Boulenger; Rlzabdosoma poppigi Jan; and Geoplzis 
mtlzveni  Werner. The  names diplozeugus and poppigi are apparently based 
upon Peruvian and Brasilian examples of Atractus elaps (Gunther, 1858), 
in which the anterior temporals are fused with a supralabial. Specimens 
with this condition occur occasionally throughout the range of A. elaps. 
Rel'erence of these examples to Geophis is based upon the temporal form- 
ula, a character of little significance for generic determination in these 
snakes. The  types of both diplozezlgus and poppigi are ringed specimens 
with a single pair of chin shields and the other characters of Atractus. 
Geoplzis nzgroalbus appears to be properly placed generically. The  species 
is known from two localities in Colombia, Pavas, Valle de Cauca, and 
Landizuri, Santander. 
Werner's (1925) species, Geophis ruthveni ,  supposedly from Sarapiqui, 
Brazil, is more difficult to allocate. E. R. Dunn ( i n  litt.) suggested that the 
type locality may be in error as Sarapiqui is a well-known river and district 
in Costa Rica, but the name is not given on any map or in any gazetteer 
of Brazil. Dunn further pointed out that ru thveni  is strikingly similar to 
Geophis hoflmanni Peters, of Costa Rica and Panami. If Werner's notorious 
ability to confuse locality data is taken into account it seems that Dunn's 
conclusions are most logical. Until information to the contrary is produced 
I follow Dunn in regarding Geophis ru thveni  as a non-South American 
species. 
Aside from the Central American and RiIexican Geophis (istlzmicus 
Boulenger; latif? ontalis Garman; and longiceps Cope) placed by Boulenger 
(1894: 301) in A t m c t t ~ s ,  only two other species seem to have been included in 
the genus in error. Both of these are from South America, the first being 
Boulenger's (1894: 304) Atractus uittatus (type locality, Caracas, Distrito 
Federal, Venezuela). The  type and only known specimen has two pairs of 
chin shields, three supralabials enter the orbit, and the temporals, 1 + 1; it 
obviously cannot be placed in Atractus. My knowledge of the genus Geophis 
does not permit me definitely to refer this form to that genus. Significantly, 
the only species unequivocally belonging to the genus Geophis in South 
America, G. nlgroall?us, differs markedly from vittatus. I t  is not impossible, 
however, that Geophis occurs in Venezuela, although the relationships of 
vi t tatus may lie elsewhere. Tentatively, the species may be placed in 
Geophis with considerable doubt. 
All-c~ctus trihedrz~?-11s Ainaral (1926, type locality, S5o Bento, Estado do 
Santa Catarina, Brazil) has two pairs of chin shields and does not appear 
to be an At lac tz~s .  The temporal character (formula 1 +2  in the type and 
only known example) and the wide geographic separation from Geoplzis 
makes inclusion in that genus undesirable. The  generic status of this species 
nlust be considered uncertain until the type is re-examined. 
I t  is obvious fro111 the loregoing reillarks that only a single Geoplzis ol 
certain generic position occurs in South America. Except for the At7.actz~s 
from the Coloinbian habitat ol Geophis nigroalbus only two Panamanian 
forms, Atractus clurlti Dunn and Bailey, and an undescribed population 
allied to Atractus crassicaudatzls C. Dumkril, Bibron, and A. Dumkril, occur 
in territory occupied by Geopfzis. 
Rhabdosoma fuliginosa Hallowell, fro111 Venezuela, is placed in the 
genus Atractus in a nlanuscript by E. K. Dunn. Examination of the holo- 
type (AP 3333) confirms this allocation. 
Calainaria f ame  tle Filippi (1840: 16) has frequently been placed with 
Atractus although the type is l'roni an unknown source. The  original des- 
cription is not adequate to make generic or specific allocation possible at 
this time. Under these circun~stances and until the type specimen is re- 
exanlined this nanic is best regxrtletl as a l~otlze17 dubiunl .  
SPECIES  AGCOU N'I'S 
Atl.cictus cal-l-io77,i Parker 
Al~- /~c lu .v  c(~).riu?~d l'i11.1ic1. (1930: 208, 1 Jig., views 01' tlowal ant1 latel-a1 areas of hcatl; 
type locality, I.oja, I.oja l'rovincc, Ecuatloi.); I'arker (1932: 23; material Cro~n typc 
locality). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A~ Atractus unique within the genus in having no loreal 
shield. Readily distinguished by the following combination of character- 
istics: (1) 15 scale rows; (2) no loreal, although a small preocular sometimes 
present; (3) nlaxillary teeth eight or nine; (4) ventrals in males, 145-149 
(146) in females, 152-159 (155); and (5) dorsal coloration essentially uni- 
form dark gray or brown. 
L ~ ~ ~ ~ o s r s . - R o s t r a l  snlall. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. If a snlall 
preocular is present it may be in contact with a supraocular or a supra- 
labial or it may be separated from both of them. One postocular. Temporals 
1 + 1, rarely l+2; anterior temporal rarely partially fused with parietal. 
Supralabials six, thircl and fourth enter orbit. Infralabials four (16 per 
cent) or five (84 per cent), usually four, occasionally three meeting each 
chin shield. Caudals in males, 29-34 (31), in females, 21-27 (23); ventrals 
plus caudals, 174-179 (176.5). 
HEMIPENES.-Each organ covered with spines except for basal plicate 
region. Spines very large in region of sulcus division, rapidly grading into 
shorter spines and papillae that cover tip of organ. Basal plicae small, short, 
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and naked. Lateral pocket opposite sulcus spermaticus naked, small, reach- 
ing to level of fourth or fifth caudal. Sulcus divided at level of eighth 
caudal. Henlipenes reach to level of 12th caudal. 
C o ~ o n ~ ~ r o ~ . - D a r k  brown or gray above, with each scale usually heavily 
punctated with light pigment, edges of scales dark. Top  of head dark brown 
or gray, with some light punctations usually present. Side of head dark, 
but supralabials with considerable light color especially along lower mar- 
gins. Throat and thin range lloln almost immaculate cream to cream with 
heavy punctations of brown, especially on mental, infralabials, and chin 
shields. Belly heavily pigmentetl with dark brown or gray. In some examples 
pigment tends to be iestricted to mid-line, but in others entire ventral 
FIG. 6 . .  .Geographic distribution of those l<cuactorian species of the Trilinentzis Group 
h;~v in% 115 tlol.sal scalc rows. 
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surface dark except for some light areas on tips of ventrals. Anal plate antl 
underside oS tail light with dark spotting to alrnost solid brown or gray 
with a few light punctations. 
M E A S U R E M E N T S . - ~ / I ~ ~ I S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S  are available from a sample oc five males 
antl three lernales having a standard length of 135-350 (250.5). Alales: 
standard length, 135-282 (216); tail length, 18-38 (28.5); head length, 
7-10 (8.5); head width 5-7 (6). Females: standard length, 260-350 (307.5); 
tail length, 25--39 (32); head length, 10-11 (11); head witlth, 7-7.5 (7.5). 
These measurements expressed as percentages of standard length have the 
lollowing variational limits: Males: tail length, 13-16; heat1 length, 3.5-5.2; 
head width, 2.4-3.7. Females: tail length, 9.6-11; head length, 3.2-3.8; 
head width, 2.2-2.7. The  wide variation in head dimensions in males ol 
this sample results from the inclusion of two young males, 135 and 152 
mm. in standard length. 
REMARKS.-A tractt~s ca?-?.io?ai s extremely close to A tl-actus m ~ r l e i  of 
southwestern Ecuador in all significant ieatures. The  two species diner 
primarily in the presence in roulei and absence in curl-ioni oC the loreal 
shield. For full tliscussion of possible relationships to other species of 
A t ~ n c t z ~ s  see the description of A. rozllei and the phylogenetic section at the 
end of this paper. 
DISTRIBIJTION.-T~~S species is known only lrom the immediate vicinity 
of Loja, Loja Province (Fig. 6). All examples examined are from around 
7000 feet (2100 meters). James A. Peters inforins me that his material was 
collected along a wet slope watered by springs antl several streams. 
A ~ A T E R I A L  EXAMINED.-LO~~: Loja (MC 31579, 28250); near Loja (13s 
98926); 1-2 miles (2-3 kilometers) E of Loja (JP 2490, JP  2557-60). 
Atrnct~rs collaris Peracca 
A l r a c l ~ ~ s  collal-is Peracca (1897: 4, 1 fig.; type localily, Rio Cononaco, Nape-1';lsts~a 
l'rovincc, Ecu;ttlor); Savage (1955. 14; record for Peril). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A lorin obviously allied to A.  gaigene of Ecuador and A.  
Oocozlrti of northeastern Per&, but distinct from them in both coloration 
and scutellation. Distinguished from all members of the genus known from 
Ecuador in: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) five maxillary teeth; (4) 
ventrals in male holotype 163, in female 175; and (5) pattern of six longi- 
tudinal dark stripes and a paired series of dorsolateral blotches. 
L~?~r~osrs.-Rostral sinall. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Postocu- 
Iars two. Supralabials seven or eight, third and fourth enter orbit. Infrala- 
bials six, three meeting each chin shield. Caudals in male, 31; in female, 
21; ventrals plus caudals, 194-196 (195). 
HEMIPENES.-T~~~S(: organs arc not known for this species, but in view 
oi: the great similarity with A. gnigeae in other characteristics it can be 
predictcd that A .  collnris will prove to have hemipenes of the tl-ilineatus 
type. 
~ O I . O R A T ~ O N . - ~ ~ ~ - S ~ ~  ground color light brown upon which are inl- 
posed six dark lo~lgitudinal stripes and a paircd series of small dark 
blotches; a pair of lateral stripes on Inost of third and a portion of second 
scale ronrs; a pair of very narrow lateroventral stripes on upper margin of 
first ;ind lower margin of second scale rows; a pair of broad ventral stripcs 
on uppei- edges of ventrals ant1 lower part of first scale rows; a paired series 
of regular dark clorsolateral blotches occupy portions of the sixth, sevcnth, 
and eighth scale rows. Blotches about two scales in total area, but on three 
or four scales. No vertebral stripe. Dark postnuchal area on neck prominent 
and demarcating posterior extent of light nuchal collar, continuous with 
latcral stripes. Nuchal collar reaches to posteriolateral border of parietals, 
its ~ w o  arms completely separated fro111 one another on mid-line by dark 
pigment. Top  of hcad dark except for large light spots on prefrontals and 
internasals. Side oC head dark brown with extensive light areas on supra- 
labials. Throat and chin light, except for some brown markings on mental, 
iniralabials, and chin shields. Belly, anal plate, and underside of tail im- 
maculate, probably red in life. 
M ~ n s u ~ r ' . ~ r ; . ~ ~ s . - T h e  single female example seen by me has a standard 
length ol 107; tail length, 9; head length, 5; head width, 3. These measure- 
inents expressed as percentages of standard length are: tail length, 8.4; head 
length, 4.7; hcad width, 2.8. 
K I ~ M A R K S . - A ~ ~ ~ C ~ Z L S  collal-is appears to be intermediate in character- 
istics between A .  gaigeae Savage of eastern Ecuador, and A .  bocourti 
13oulenger, of eastern Per6 (Table IV). Additional material will doubtless 
prove that the three populations are conspecific. However, in view of the 
lack oC evidence regarding the status of other Amazonian populations that 
may belong to this same series ol subspecies, I prefer to retain a binomial 
designation for each form. 
Several specimens from northeastern Perh suggest intergradation be- 
tween colla7.i~ and bocoz~l-ti. Final evaluation of this situation must await 
study ol more extensive material of both forms and determination of the 
characteristics of Atl-actus populations at the two type localities, Acomayo, 
Departmento de Huanuco, Perh, for bocourti, and the Rio Cononaco, 
Napo-Pastaza Province, Ecuador, for collaris. 
D ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ o i u . - K n o w n  only from extreme eastern Ecuador (Fig. 7) 
zinc1 northeastern Per& at elevations of 300 to 600 feet (100-200 meters). 
MATERIAI. EXAMINED.--PP~I~: Departmento de Loreto; Pkbas (SU 12482). 




bocotirli . . . 165 175 'LOO A series ol more or less regularly 
arranged short dark li~les or blotches. 
No continuous longitudinal stripes 
on dorsum. 
collaris 163 175 19&196 TIX continuous longitudinal dark 
stripes and a paired acries of rcgular- 
ly arranged dark dorsolatclal blotch- 
es; no veitebral dark stripe. 
g(iigeor 187-198 207-21 3 222-240 Seven longitudinal dark stripes and 
a paired series of dorsolateral dark 
blotches; n v e ~ r e l ~ ~ a l  d lk  tripe. 
A t r a c t ~ ~ s  cn'unni Savage 
Rhabdosoma nzoculnttcrn Bocourt (1883: 539, 1'1. 34, Fig. 2; type locality, Ecuador). 
Atrr~clus badius (part) nouletlger (1894: 308; reference of Bocourt's female example 
to ibis species). 
Atractus dunni Savage (1955: 14; Lype locality, Ecuador; PM 5986, Bocourt's female, 
designated lectotypc of Rllabdosoma rnaculatum Bocourt, 1883, a secondary homo- 
nym of Isocelis mciculata Gunther, 1858; same specimen, holotype of dunni). 
Dr~c~osrs .-A species closely related to Atractus gaigeae, but distin- 
guished from that form and other Ecuadorian Atractus as follows: (1) 17 
scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) maxillary teeth not known, probably less 
than nine; (4) ventrals in female holotype, 144, probably about 10 fewer 
in males; and (5) pattern of five longitudinal dark stripes and two series of 
spots. 
L ~ ~ i ~ o s ~ s . - R o s t r a l  small. Internasals small. Preirontals long. Postocu- 
lars, two. Tenlporals I +  2. Supralabials, seven, third and fourth enter 
orbit. Infralabials, five, three meet each chin shield. Caudals, 20 in female 
type, probably about 30 in males; ventrals plus caudals, 164. 
HFMIPENFS.-NO males known. 
C o ~ o ~ ~ ~ r o ~ . - D o r s a l  g ound color brown with a vertebral dark stripe, 
two lateral stripes, a pair ol ventral stripes, and a series of dorsolateral dark 
blotches on each side. La~eral  stripes partially broken up into discrete spots. 
Light nuchal collar does not completely encircle neck, bordered posteriorly 
by dark area that is continuous with lateral stripes. Head mostly brown. 
Throat, belly, anal plate, and underside of tail light. 
MEASUREMENTS.-T~~ single known example is a female, 305 in stand- 
ard length, with a tail length of 34. The  proportion of tail length to stand- 
ard length is 11 per cent. 
REblA~~s.-This is a new name for R h a b d o s o ~ n a  nzaculatum Bocourt, 
which is preoccupied in Atractus by Isocelis nzaculata Gunther. The  
description given above is derived from Bocourt's (1883) original account 
and plate and information kindly provided by M. Jean Guibe of the Paris 
Museum. 
DI~TRIBUTION.-T~~ species is known from "Ecuador." 
Atractus ecuadorensis Savage 
A L r ~ ~ c t t ~ s  ecuado~ensis Savage (1956. 15; type locality, "Llangate area," Ecuador; probably 
refers to the Llanganate Range of eastern Tungurahua Province). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A form similar to Atractus d u n n i  and Atractus occidentalis 
oE Ecuador, but differing from both in coloration and ventral counts. Dis- 
tinct from all Ecuadorian A t ~ a c t u s  in: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; 
(3) maxillary teeth eight; (4) ventrals in male holotype, 144, probably 
about 10 higher in females; and (5) pattern composed of six longitudinal 
stripes that lnay be more or less interrupted. 
L~p~~os~s . -Ros t r a l  small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Postoculars 
two. Telnporals 1 + 2. Supralabials seven, third and fourth enter orbit. 
Infralabials five, three meet each chin shield. Caudals, 41; ventrals plus 
caudals, 185. 
N[EMIPENES.-T~~ tail of the type (CAI 23529) is in poor condition and 
an accurate description of the penial structure is not possible. The  organ 
appears to be essentially similar to that of Atl-actzls gaigeae and extends to 
the level of the 12th caudal. 
~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ r O ~ . - G r o u n d  col r a light brown upon which are superimposed 
a pair of dorsolateral dark stripes on the fifth and sixth or sixth and seventh 
scale rows; a pair ol lateral stripes on the third and fourth scale rows; a 
third stripe on each side (lateroventral), most prominent anteriorly, run- 
ning along the margins of the first and second scale rows; all stripes except 
the last frequently interrupted and discontinuous for several scales at a 
time. Head dark brown except for light areas on supralabials. Throat and 
chin light; mental, chin shields, and infralabials heavily mottled with 
brown. Belly and underside of tail light, with a sprinkling of brown marks 
that are most concentrated posteriorly. 
M ~ ; . A s u R E M ~ ; . ~ \ . T ~ . - ~ ~ ~ ~  on the Inale holotype are as follows: standard 
length, 198; tail length, 48; head length, 8; head width, 4. These measure- 
FIG. 7. Geographic cfistribution of those Ecuadorian species of the Trilineatus Group 
having 17 dorsal scale I-ows. 
lnents expressed as percentages of standard length are: tail length, 24; 
head length, 4; head width, 2. 
R E M A K K S . - A ~ ~ C I C ~ U S  C C Z ~ ~ ~ O J X I ~ S ~ S  resembles d u n ~ ~ i  and occiclentalis 
niore closely than any other inembers of the genus found in Ecuador. T h e  
differences between ecundorensis and d u n n i  in scutellation are relatively 
slight when due allowance is made for the sex of the types. However, the 
two forms are very difEerent in coloration, ecuadorensis has no vertebral or 
ventral stripes, which are present in dunn i .  The differences between ecua- 
dorensis and occidentnlis of western Ecuador in lepidosis are slight, but 
orridentcr,lis either has a vertebral stripe, or this stripe is absent and the 
other longitudinal stripes are broken up into short wavy lines. The rela- 
tionships of ecuadore?zsis with occidentalis are probably illore apparent than 
real. The  former species is most likely a member of the Docourti-collaris- 
gaigeae series Cound in the upper Amazon basin, while occidentalis may be 
most closely allied to similar forms in western Colombia. 
DISTRI~UTION.-Known o ly from the type locality (Fig. 7); elevation 
unknown. 
MATERIAL E x A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - T u n g u r - a h u a :  Llangate area, probably Cordillera 
de Llanganate (CM 23529). 
A tractus elaps (Giinther) 
Iil~c~bdosoniu clubs Giin~hcr  (1858: 241; type locality, Guayaquil, Guayas Province, Ecua- 
dor, probably in error); Giinthcr (1859: 411; list). 
I(11abdosoma poppigi Jan (1862: 11; typc locality, Brazil); Jan and Sordelli (1865, P1. 3, 
Fig. 4) 
1:habdosoma brevifre?zunz Jan (1862: 12; type locality, Brazil); Jan aud Sordelli (1865, 
1'1. 4, Fig. 1). 
Geopl~is  elaps Giinther (1868: 415; list). 
Atractus claps Boulenger (1894: 302; description, synonymy, list of specimens); Peracca 
(1897: 4; Rio Cononaco, Napo-Pastaza Province, Ecuador); do A~naral (1929: 186; 
range). 
Geofiltis f~oeP$igii Botilcnger (1894: 316; description, synonymy, based on Jan, 1862). 
Atractus e l n ~ s  tet~c~zontts  do Amaral (1931: 87; type locality, Guaica~alno, E of Bogotb, 
Colombia). 
Gcol~his diplozezcglrs Schtnidt and Walker (1943:286; type locality DepaltanlcnLo de Madle 
de Dio~ ,  Peru). 
D ~ ~ c ~ o s ~ s . - T h e  striking coloration of this species reatlily distinguishes 
it from all other Ecuadorian Atractus. The  diagnostic features of the popu- 
lation are: (1) 15 scale rows; (2) loreal short; (3) nlaxillary teeth seven 
or eight, rarely six; (4) ventrals in males, 135-154 (144); in females, 141-161 
(152); and (5) body encircled by a series of red and black rings. 
L ~ ~ ~ ~ o s r s . - R o s t r a l  large. Internasals large. Prefrontals broad. One 
(96 per cent) or two (4 per cent) postoculars. Temporals usually 1 + 2, 
sometimes 1 + 1 or 2 + 2, occasionally anterior temporal fused with fifth 
supralabial or parietal so that temporal formula is 0 + 2. Supralabials six, 
fourth and fifth enter orbit. Infralabials five (5 per cent), six (94 per cent) 
or seven (1 per cent), four or five meet each chin shield. Caudals in males, 
28-37 (31); in females, 16-24 (20); ventrals plus caudals, 165-188 (174). 
H E M I P E N E S . - O ~ ~ ~ ~  covered with spines for entire length except for 
basal plicate region; largest spines near base, spine size decreases from sulcus 
to tip. Basal plicae with small rows of spines. Lateral naked pocket extends 
to level of fifth caudal. Sulcus spermaticus divided at  level of eighth caudal. 
Hemipenes undifferentiated, reach to level of 13th caudal. 
COLOKA.~ION.-BO~~ encircled by a series of black and red rings; in sonle 
examples there is also a series of white rings; dorsally, the red and white 
rings may be suffused with black so that they are obscured; all rings clearly 
demarcated on belly. Head usually black above with a reddish collar 
usually crossing parie~al region. Region below nostrils usually red with a 
dorsal extension upwards across snout. Throat usually light, often flecked 
with black. Red rings often appear as white in specirucns that have been 
preserved for soine time. White rings probably yellow in life, as indicated 
by freshly preserved material. Three different color phases arc lound within 
Ecuadorian samples ol the species. 
A. Dorsal pattern comprising a series ol alternating red and black rings, 
with black rings very much broader in longitudinal extent. In some speci- 
mens black rings on posterior portion of body split by a single white 
(yellow) ring; white rings about as broad as red rings. Ventrally, black and 
red rings alternate with one another, with the two colors fornling bands 
of about same longitudinal extent or bIack rings very slightly broader. 
B. Dorsal pattern conlposed of' a series oi definite triads; each black 
ring split by two or three white (yellow) rings and widely separated fro111 
next black ring by a large red area. On belly, each red ring much broader 
than any of black rings, white (yellow) rings about same sizc as black 
rings. 
C. Pattern appears as series oL widely spaced black rings upon a red 
ground color; black rings very narrow, sometinles single, but frequently 
split by a single white (yellow) ring. Belly nlarked like back. 
These three color patterns exhibit some geographic constancy in Ecua- 
dorian material. Pattern A is f'ound in specimens from the southeastern 
slope of the Andes. Patterns B and C are found in those from the north 
and central slopes of the eastern Andes and upper Amazon Basin region. 
Snakes with patterns B or C have been taken together at several localities 
in east Ecuador. 
Because ol the consistent distribution oi the several color patterns in 
Ecuador some qucstion arises as to whether inore than one population ol 
elups ought to be accorded nolnenclatural recognition. In  all characters 
except coloration the two types of elnps are essentially identical. Further- 
more, this is not strictly an Ecuadorian problenl in that A .  elups occurs 
in the upper Amazon Basin from Colombia and Venezuela south through 
Ecuador and Brazil a t  least to Perk  The  far reaching effect of a decision on 
the status of these color phases leads ine to follow a conservative course 
until rnore material can be examined. For this reason all elups-like At~uctus 
ale illclutletl under a single nan~c ~vitllout ally :ttLernpt at suhpecific differ- 
entiation. 
M E A S ~ J U X M ~ . : N T S . - ~ ' ~ ~  standard length ol' the sample of 34 lnales and 23 
feinales is 115-631 (359). Males: standard length, 152-560 (344.5); tail 
length, 22.5-88 (54); head length, 8-18 (11); head width 5-15 (8). Females: 
standard length, 134-631 (382); tail length, 12-58 (35.5); head length, 7-19 
(13), head width, 5-15 (9). Variational range in these measurements as 
percentages of standard length are: Males: tail length, 12-17; head length, 
2.8-3.8; head width, 2-3.8. Females: tail length, 8.4-9.8; head length, 
2.8-3.7; head width, 1.7-2.8. Three juvenile males and two juvenile Ielnales 
;ill under 180 mm. in standard lcngth were not included when calculating 
the proportions of heat1 length and head width, because of the marked 
differential growth of the head. 
K~h,r~u~s.-Giinther (1858) based his name elups on a specilncn sup- 
posedly taken by Fraser at Guayaquil in the lowlands of western Ecuador. 
Subsequent collectors have failed to find a red and black ringed form of the 
genus west ol' tlle Andes. The  holotype of A. elaps agrees in every respect 
with material Srotn the eastern slopes of the Andes, so apparently the type 
locality is in error. Quite possibly, the specimen was shipped from Guay- 
aquil and later labeled as coming from there, or some other mix-up in 
locality data occurred. 
The  synonynly of two names placed with this species requires further 
explanation. Both Rhnbdosoma poppigi and Geophis diplozeugus have 
usually been placed in the genus Geophis. As previously indicated in this 
report, all South American Geophis have two pairs of chin shields and 
unl'orked hemipencs. R. poppigi and G. diplozez~gus are based upon red 
and black ringed specimens with a single pair of chin shields. Apparently, 
the allocation ol these forms to Geophis was made because the type speci- 
lilens ol both have the anterior temporal fused with an upper labial or 
parietal. This procedure follows the concept of Boulenger (1894) who 
separated the genera Atractus and Geophis on the basis of the temporal 
lorlnulae (1 + 2 in the former versus 0 + 2 in the latter). As shown in the 
present paper, the condition of the temporals is variable within single 
specimens and the character is not indicative of natural groups. Examina- 
tion ol the original tlescription of poppigi and the holotype (CM 40251) of 
diplozezcgzls leaves no doubt that they are conspecific with Ecuadorian 
A tractzls elnps. 
The  types ol piippigi (a female with 170 ventrals), b ~ e v i f r e n u ~ n  (a 
lelnale with 163 ventrals), and diplozezsgus (holotype, a female with 169 
ventrals, male paratype with 162 ventrals) all differ from Ecuadorian elaps 
in having more numerous ventrals. Material from northeastern Per6, 
Colombia, and Venezuela agrees with specimens from Ecuador in this count. 
IJnfortunately, no large series were available to me from Brazil or central 
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Per6 and it has not been possible to establish that tlle higher ventral counts 
are characteristic of a southern population of elaps. One other difficulty 
encountered in surveying this problem is that the color pattern of the type 
of p0ppig.i is very peculiar as figured by Jan and Sordelli (1865, P1. 3, 
Fig. 4). In their example the red rings on the anterior portion of the body, 
at least, fail to encircle it completely and are suffused over dorsally by 
black pigment. If the differences in ventrals between the northern and 
southern examples of elnps prove to be consistent when more material 
is at hand, the name poppig; would be the first available for the southern 
z ~ i  was form. This usage would depend in part on whether the type of f i ~ p p ' ~
an occasional variant, in color pattern, v~ithin the southern population or 
whether it represents an additional local race not yet rediscovered. 
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FIG. 8. Distlibutional lecords for Aitoclzrr rlnps in Ecuador. 
REVISION OF A tractus 43 
Ati-nctus elaps is inost closely allied to A.  latifrons (Giinther, 1868) of 
the Amazon I'orest area of Coloml~ia, Brazil, and eastcrn Peril. A .  lati{rons 
cxhibits a pattern dilnorphisnl similar to that found in elaps, but in my 
inaterial only patterns B and C occur. A. lntifro?zs is distinguished from 
claps in having 17 rows of dorsal scales and a more easterly range, but thc 
two species are found together at some points in Colombia and Perb. 
Additional collecting may reveal that latifrons ranges into extreme eastern 
Ecuador. 
D r s ~ ~ r u r r ~ ~ o ~ . - T h e  upper Amazon basin from Venezuela and Colombia 
south through Ecuador (Fig. 8) and western Brazil into Perb and Bolivia; 
vertical range, 300 to 3500 feet (100-1100 meters). 
MATERIAL E X A M I N E D . - N ~ P O - P ~ S ~ ~ Z ~ :  Bafios to Canelos (AM 35877) ; 
Canelos (AM 36031); Rio Cotopino, 400 m. (UM 92023); Rio Pastaza, 
300 m. (UM 88999-89004); Sarayacu (AM 28802); Santiago-Zamora: no 
definite locality (UM 82883-84); Macas and vicinity (AM 28839-41, 
28843-45, 28817, 28850-54, 35821-23); Riobamba-Macas Trail  (AM 
15222-28, 23305, 23312, 23320, 23322-23, 23353-54, 23361-62, 23364, 
23368, 23373, 23376, 23394); Normandia-Macas Trail  (AM 35910-17). 
ADDITIONAI, MATERIAL.-In the collections of the Escuela Politecnica 
Nacional are 51 specimens, not seen by me, from the following localities: 
Napo-Pastazn: Concepcibn; Canelos; Rio Corrientes, near trail from 
Montalvo to (lonalnbo; between Rio Lagartococha and Rio Aguarico, near 
I'eruvian border; Idoreto; Rio Pucuno; between Puyo and Canelos; Sara- 
yacu; lower Rio Suno; Rio Talin; Villano. Santigo-Zamora: Chiguaza; 
Tnisha. 
A trnctus gnigene Savage 
Rl?nbdo~o117n 117crctrlntt~111 (part) nocourt (1883: 540, P1. 35, Fig. 1; specimen from 
Ecuatlor, ill n e r l ~ n  Museum). 
A 1 1  nc t z~s  Docoz~rli (part) Boulenger (1 894: 306; Bocourt's specimen from Ecuador, in 
Bellin Muaeum); Boulenger (1896: 645; specimens from west Ecuador). 
At~ctctus  gnigeoc~ Savage (1955: 12; type locality, Santiago-Zamora Province, Ecuador). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A form most closely resembling A. collaris of Ecuador and 
Per6 and, to a lesser extent, ecz~adorensis, occidentalis, and dunni.  Distinct 
l'roin these forms and all other Ecuadorian Atractzls in: (1) 17 scale rows; 
(2) loreal long; (3) teeth on maxillary five or six; (4) ventrals in males, 
187-198 (191); in females, 207-213 (210); and ( 5 )  pattern of seven dark 
stripes and two rows of regularly arranged dark spots. 
L ~ ~ ~ ~ o s ~ s . - R o s t r a l  small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Postoculars 
two. Temporals 1 + 2. Supralabials seven, third and fourth enter orbit. 
Infralabials six, usually three (rarely four), meeting a chin shield on each 
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side. Caudals in nlales, 35-39 (37); in females, 25-27 (26); ventrals l~ltts 
caudals, 222-240 (230). 
H E M I P E N E S . - O ~ ~ ~ ~  bilobed at tip, central and distal regions covered 
with spines; largest spines in region of sulcus division, decreasing in size 
toward base and apex. Small basal plicae mounted with minute hooked 
spines. Lateral fold or pocket well developed, extending from plicate area 
to level of fourth or fifth caudal. Pocket opposite the sulcus spermaticus, 
which is divided at level of sevcnth caudal. Hemipenes reach to level of 
I 1 th or 12th caudal. 
COI.ORATION.-DO~S~~ ground color brown with seven dark longitudinal 
stripes imposed upon it as follows: a vertebral stripe, a single scale row 
wide; a pair of lateral stripes on lower half of third and upper half of 
second scale rows; a pair oi irregular lateroventral stripes restricted to 
upper margin of first and lower margin of second scale rows; and a pair 
of ventral stripes on upper edges of ventrals and lower half of first scale 
row. A series of regularly arranged obscure dark dorsolateral blotches 
between vertebral and lateral stripes. A dark brown area on neck, contin- 
uous with lateral stripes, bordering posterior edge of light nuchal collar. 
Collar formed by light throat color which extends upward on neck as two 
narrow arms involving tips of parietals, but not meeting on the mid-line. 
Top  of head dark except for light spots on anterior part of prelrontals, 
internasals, and in temporal region. Other head scales mainly hrown, but 
lower portions of rostral, nasals, loreals and supralabials irequently light. 
Throat and chin light, with some hrown markings on mental, chin shields, 
and inlralabials. Belly immaculate, light (salmon in freshly preservetl ma- 
terial). Underside of tail ant1 anal plate light, former with a few median 
brown spots. 
R/IEASUREMENTS.-T~~~ stantlard length ol the sample ol five niales ant1 
two females is 197-312 (249). Males: standard length, 197-255 (228); tail 
length, 23.5-34 (29); head length 6-7.5 (6.5) ; head width, 3.5-5 (4). Females: 
standard length, 280-312 (296); tail length, 22-26 (24); heat1 length, 6.5-7 
(6.8); head width, 4-4.5 (4.2). Variation in nleasurelnents as percentages of 
standard length: Males: tail length, 12--13; head length, 2.6-3.1; head width, 
1.5-1.9. Females: tail length, 8-8.3; heat1 length, 2.2-2.3; head width, 
1.3-1.6. 
REMARKS.-AS pointed out in my earlier paper (Savage, 1955: 13), this 
species was described by IZocourt (1883: 540) as part of his Rhabdosomn 
maculatunz. His name was based upon a female At~nctz~s  in the Paris 
Museum (PM 5986) and a male in the Berlin Museum, both from "Ecua- 
dor." 
When Boulenger (1894: 306, 308) placed nzaczrlatzr?i~ in the genus 
A t ~ n c t u s ,  Bocourt's iianle became a secondary homonym of Isocelis ~tznculata 
Giinther, 1858, of Brazil (also an  A t r n c t ~ ~ s ) .  T o  complicate matters further, 
Boulenger concluded that Bocourt's female is an example of the eastern 
South American species, Atrnctus bndizrs (Schlegel), and included the 
inale snake in the Berlin R~Iuseum in his new species Atrnctz~s Docourti 
(type locality, Acom;~yo, Departamento de Huanuco, Peru). Neither of these 
allocations was valid on the basis of coloration, longitudinal counts, or 
hemipenes, and in order to clarify the situation it  was necessary to desig- 
nate the Paris lemale as the lectotype of R habdosomn mnculatunz Bocourt 
and supply a new name, Atrnctus dunn i ,  for this secondary homonym (see 
Savage, 1955: 14). T h e  snake at the Berlin Museum is a male with 191 
ventrals, 29 caudals, and a pattern as described above for gaigene; uu- 
questionably it is an example of that species. 
On the basis of data kindly provided by J. C. Battersby ol the British 
Nluseuin (Natural History), two males in the collections of that institution 
appear referable to A .  gcligene. These specimens were placed under Atracters 
Oocourti by Boulenger (1896: 6/15). One example (HM 80.12.12.8.13) from 
Canelos, Napo-Pastaza Province, has 190 ventrals and 36 caudals. The  sec- 
ond specimen (BM 80.12.5.270) is listed Irom Paitanga, Ecuador, and has 
189 vcntrals and 35 caudals. The  confusion surrounding the origin of 
nl;tterial labeled as coming lrom Paitanga is discussed in the gazetteer under 
I'allatanga (p. 13). 
~ r s ~ ~ r n u ~ ~ ~ ~ . - K e s t r i ( ~ t e d  to the tropical forests of the u p ~ e r  Anlazon 
basin of Ecuador (Fig. 7) between 600 and 2000 feet (200-600 meters). 
MATEIITAI, ExAMINED.-Nc~;~~-P~s~oz(I:  between Bafios and Canelos (i\RlI 
35891); headwaters of Kio Bobonaza (OV 602; SU 15621); Canelos (SU 
15619-20); Chicherota (EP '16; OV 726-27); Sarayacu (EP 48). Snntingo- 
Zamol-a: no definite locality (UM 82887, holotype). 
Alrnclzcs lehrrrnnni l3octtgcr (1808: 80; lypc localily, Ctretica, Anlay P~.oviiicc, Ecuador); 
do  Amaral (1929: 187; list). 
DIAGNOSI~.-A distinct member of the Trilinentzrs Group most obviously 
allied to A. resplendens and A.  dzrnni, but differing from them in scutella- 
tion, dentition, and coloration. Distinct from other Ecuadorian Atractzrs 
in: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) inaxillary teeth eight; (4) ventrals 
in males, 141-1114 (143), in lemales, 148-153 (150); and (5) uniform dark 
brown dorsally. 
I , E P I D o s I s . - R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  srni ll. Tnternasals small. Prefrontals long. Two 
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postoculars. Temporals I + 2. Supralabials seven, third and fourth enter 
orbit. Infralabials six, four or five meeting each chin shicld. Cauclals in 
males, 25-28 (26), in females, 20-21 (20.6); ventrals plus cauclals, 168-173 
(169.5). 
H ~ ~ r l > ~ N ~ s . - E n t i r e  organ, except plicate region, covered with spines, 
largest ones near sulcus division, smallest at tip. Basal plicae short, sur- 
mounted with small spines. Lateral pocket extends to level of third or 
fourth caudal. Sulcus spermaticus divides at level of fifth caudal. T i p  ol 
organ extends to 11 th caudal. 
Co~o~A~~oN.-Dorsally, appearing to be uniforlrl dark brown; each 
scale, except those of first and second rows on each side, darkest on lower 
and posterior margins and marked with minute light punctations. An 
obscure vertebral stripe vaguely apparent. Lateroventral stripe of typical 
trilineatzls complex pattern represented by dark upper edges of first scale 
row and dark centered scales of second scale row. Lower portions of scales 
in first row light. Light nuchal collar rather narrow, prominent, although 
somewhat suffused with dark pigment. T o p  of head snostly dark, but prc- 
frontal-internasal region with some light areas. Supralabials and postnasals 
rrlainly dark, but lower portions light. Throat and chin light, but with 
large brown spots on infralabials, mental, and chin shields. Ventrals light, 
with irregular dark brown markings medially, giving impression of two 
light stripes running down each side of belly on tips of ventrals. Anal plate 
brown. Untlerside of tail light, with irregular brown mottling on median 
portion. 
MEASUREMENTS.-Data are from the original description of the species 
and one male example examined by me. Standard length of two males and 
one female, 21 1-296 (256). Males: standard length, 21 1-262 (236.5); tail 
length, 26-33 (30); head length, 8; head width, 5. Females: standard length, 
296; tail length, 32. Variation in measurements as percentages of standard 
length: Males: tail length, 13; head length, 3.8; head width, 2.4. Females: 
tail length, 10. 
K E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  description of this for111 is based upon information pro- 
vided by the original description and examination of one syntype (MC 
33513). 
A. l eh~nann i  appears to be a rnelanistic member of the T ~ i l i n e n t z ~ s  
Group, somewhat intermediate in coloration between the typically striped 
forms A. pigene,  A. collaris, A. ecz~adorensis, and A. dunni ,  and the dark 
brown or black A. resplendens. Of the striped forms, A. dunn i  is similar 
to lehmnnni in scutellation (ventrals in female type of d u ~ z n i  144 versus 
148-153 in leh,manni females). A. dzlnni is known only from "Ecuador" but 
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is probably confined to the eastern Andes. A.  leli77za?7~li will probably prove 
to he closely allied to d1c71ni when additional material of the latter 
is obtained. LJltimately these two nominal species may be shown to be con- 
specific, with striped or uniform color patterns occurring within a single 
1101~ulation. A condition similar to this is already known for the east Ecua- 
dorian spccies, A .  occipitoalbus, with 15 scale rows. 
l > r s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ r o ~ . - I ( n O w n  only from the hoyo of Cuenca, Azuay Province, 
a river valley draining into the Amazon basin (Fig. 7); elevation, about 
8500 fect (2600 meters). 
MA.I.I.:RIAL ~ x ~ ~ \ r ~ ~ l i ~ . - A ~ ? l a y :  Cuenca (MC 33513, a sy~ltype). 
Atractus major  Boulenger 
Ithabtloso~tlct n~aczilatz~rn Giinther (1859: 411; list). 
I<lrnl~tlosoinn bar l i~~in  (part) Jan (1862: 13); Jan and Sordclli (1865a; 1'1. 1, Fig. 1). 
Atrcrclz~.~ r~anjol- Eoulcrrgcr (1894: 307; typc locality, Canelos, Napo-Pastaza Province, 
Ecuatlor); I'cracca (1897n: 17; listed from Gualaquiza, Santiago-Zamora Province); 
tln Arnaral (1929: 187; rangc). 
Alr-clrl~~r.s hndius l'cracca (1897~: 14; spcci~r~cn from Gualaquiza, Santiago-Zamora Prov- 
incc); Despax (1011: 29; notcs on example from Gualaquiza, Santiago-Zamora 
I'rovincc). 
Dr~c~osrs .-Thc largest Ecuadorian species, distinguished by the follow- 
ing toml~ination ol chalacteristics: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) 
inaxilldry icetll six or seven, very rarely five; (4) ventrals in males, 148- 172 
(159), in females, 157-181 (167); and (5) pattern or blotches or bands. 
Lrrr~osrs.-Rostra1 small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Almost 
always two postoculars, rarely one. Supralabials seven (96 per cent) or eight 
(.I per cent), third and fourth or fourth and fifth enter in orbit. Infralabials 
six (91 per cent), seven (8 per cent), or eight (1 per cent), three or four 
inlralabials meet each chin shield. Caudals in males, 31-49 (42), in female<, 
27-37 (32); ventrals plus caudals, 188-221 (200). 
H r ; ~ r ~ e ~ ~ s . - B a s a l  portion of organ with several longitudinal plicae, 
surmounted by series of small hooked spines. An elongate pocket extend5 
a p ~ a l l y  from plicate area to about level of sulcus division. Each hernipenis 
differentiated, covered with large spines from level of fourth or fifth caudal 
to about level ol snlcus division. At this point spines abruptly replaced by 
Aor~iices that arc covered with small papillae or spines. Flounced area ex- 
tends to tip of organ. Sulcus spermaticus divides at  eighth or ninth caudal. 
Tip oE organ rcaches to level of caudal 12 or 13. 
C o ~ , o n ~ ~ r o ~ . - T h e  basic color pattern of this species is a series of dark 
I~lotchcs superirnl,osed upon a lighter ground color. This standard pattern 
is modifietl in various Ecu;~tlori;tn esanll,les into several distinctive varia- 
tions. 
A. The  lnost colnlnon pattern in this form appears as a series of 20 to 
25 dark brown blotches on a light brown ground color. Each blotch is 
usually surrounded by a light yellow border that separates the blotch from 
the background. The  primary blotches are irregular in shape, position, and 
area, but frequently pass completely across the back and are broader than 
the light interspaccs in longitudinal extent. A series of secondary blotches 
of the same color as the primaries occurs along the sides, usually alternating 
with the dorsal blotches and often fused with them. I11 specimens exhibiting 
this pattern there is no clearly indicated light nuchal area. 
B. The  pattern is essentially the same as in A, but there is usually no 
light margin around the dorsal blotches and the anterior spots tend to be 
fused to form two parallel elongate blotches on the neck. The  dark blotches 
are usually narrower in longitutlinal extent than the light interspaces. No 
light nuchal area. 
C. The  ground color is light brown with the dorsal blotches reduced 
to very narrow, irregular bands that are very much narrower than the light 
interspaccs in longitudinal extent. Bands outlined by a clear light border. 
Numerous secondary I>lotches along sides which involve tips ol ventrals. 
No light nuchal collar. 
D. In illis variant the dorsal dark bloiclles are expanded into rather 
definite regular cross-bantls. These bands are about five or six scale rows 
in longitutlinal extent and are separated from one another by light (yellow 
or white) interspaces of about two scale rows in breadth. Nuchal region 
light, but usually suffusetl with some darker pigment, especially dorsally. 
E. Dorsal blotches regular ; ~ n d  alternating with expanded lateral 
blotches to form a checkerboard pattern. Lateral blotches regular in size 
and shape, about same size as dorsal spots. N ~ ~ c h a l  region light, but usually 
suffused with some dark pigment. 
In  all these color variants the head is dark brow11 above and on sides, 
although the upper lip is light. (:llin, throat, belly, ancl underside of tail 
usually light, but almost always with heavy brown mottling or large dark 
spots. Sometimes undersides completely covered with brown pigment. 
MEASUREMENTS.-T~~ sample of 32 males and 24 females has a standard 
length of 120-852 (326). Males: standard length, 120-512 (301); tail length, 
21-110 (58); head length, 7-19 (11); head width, 5-13 (7). Females: 
standard length, 140-852 (364); tail length, 18-89.5 (44); head length, 
7-24.5 (18); head width, 5-18 (8.3). 
In 26 males and 18 females exceeding 200 mm. in standard length the 
variation in proportion expressed as percentages of standard length are: 
Males: tail length, 15-22; head length, 2.8-4.3; head width, 1.8-3.2. Females: 
tail length, 10-14; head length, 2.5-4.5; head width, 1.6-3. Six juvenile 
inales and six juvenile females, all under 200 inm. in standard length, have 
the following proportions: Males: tail length, 15-20; head length, 3.6-5.2; 
head width, 3.1-4.0. Females: tail length, 12-14; heat1 length, 4.1-5.7; 
heat1 width, 3.2-3.G. 
KEMARK~. -A~T~IC~LL.~  t ~ a j o ) .  I V ~ I S  originally described l>y Boulenger (1894) 
on the basis of three specimcns listed by Fraser fro111 west Ecuador (BM 
GO.G.16.61, G0.6.16.71, 60.G.lG.72); one exa~nple supposedly taken by Buckley 
at Pallatanga (HM 80.12.5.272); another Buckley specimen labeled Intac 
(13M 78.1.25.50); and a speciinen taken by Buckley at Canelos (BM 
1946.9.7.27). The  first three localities are in western Ecuador, but all 
material of this species seen by me is from east of the Andes. Data supplied 
through the kindness of J. C. Battersby leave no doubt that Boulenger's 
specimens, with the possible exception ol: the lntac example, are conspecific 
with east Ecuadorian snakes relerred to At~actzrs n~ujol- in this report. 1 
have already cliscussed in an earlier section (see gazetteer) the confusion 
surrounding British i\/luseuin illaterial labeled as coining from west Ecuador 
or Pallatanga. Many speciinens collected by Fraser and Buckley that are 
labeled as being froin west Ecuador have subsequently proven to be ol 
species found only in the Oriente. Alniost all British Museum material, 
supposed to be lroin PaIIatanga, is representative ol forins known only 
lrorn eastern Ecuador. For these reasons Boulenger's specimens from these 
locales are presuined to be mislabeled. 
The  lntac specimen is inore difficult to place. I t  is a leinale with eight 
maxillary teeth, 171 ventrals, 30 caudals, seven supralabials, and two 
postoculars. The  only way in which this example differs from typical 
nzajor seems to be in iluinber ol teeth and a unique color pattern, unlike 
any other Atmctus seen in the course of this study. The  ground color is light 
brown, and scattered upon it at irregular intervals are obscure dark brown 
spots each about the size of; a single scale. Several of these spots inay be 
lined up to forin narrow cross-hands running obliquely across the back. The  
scales of the vertebral row are usually darker than the ground color giving 
the suggestion of a narrow vertebral stripe. The  head is inarked as in 
typical major with no light nuchal area. The  underside corresponds it1 
pattern to exainples of A. ~najos  with a heavy suffusion of dark pigmellt 
and scattered dark blotches. 'The specin~en is a large adult, 675 inni. ill 
standard length. 
The  sin~ilarity of this snake to east Ecuadorian ~najol- in all features but 
dentitioi~ ancl c:oloration leads me to suggest that it be rel'erretl to that 
species. I t  seenls extreniely unlikely that the locality data are c:orrect if the 
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specinlen is n~ajor. I t  is possible, of course, that thc Intac exanlple is cor- 
rectly labeled and represents a population of Atractus related to nzajor ant1 
not subsequently taken in western Ecuador. If additional material of a 
nzajor-like forin with eight nlaxillary teeth and the peculiar coloration 
described above is discovered along the west Andean slope, the population 
should be awarded specific recognition. However, until such inaterial is 
forthcoming it seeins best to consider the Intac speciinen as being mis- 
labeled. 
In  order to prevent any further difficulty in the allocation of the name 
Atractus major Boulenger, the male specimen (BM 1946.9.7.27) froill 
Canelos, Napo-Pastaza Province, Ecuador, is herewith designated the 
lectotype of the species. This example is a juvenile with 169 ventrals ant1 
45 caudals. The  standard length is 145 mm.; tail length, 25 111111.; heat1 
length, 9 mm.; and head width, 6 min. The  coloration is of type A as des- 
cribed above. 
The  material of this species at hand falls into two fairly distinct geo- 
graphic groups on the basis of differences in ventral counts. Specimens from 
the slopes of the corclillera immediately to the north and west oi the 
Pastaza Cafion (ilbitagua, headwaters of the Rio Arajuno, Mapoto, upper 
Rio Pastaza, headwaters of the Rio Talirl and Villano) have iuorc ventrals 
in both sexes than does material from farther south in the vicinity ol 
Macas, Santiago-Zamora Province. Exalnples of the species fro111 the low 
lands of the Oriente are most like the Macas series in this character. A 
summary of the data for these areas is given in Table V. 
The  sample froni the Pastaza Cafion region coiltains many individuals 
having a color pattern of type D as described above. The  irequcncy of the 
occurrence of this pattern is very low in the remainder of my nznjot- material. 
Considerable thought has been given to the problem of wlietller these 
two samples ought to be recognized as distinct forins. Because of the overlap 
in ventral counts between the two groups and the absence of any other 
distinguishing features I have retained them under a single name. Addi- 
tional study of the variation within this widespread upper i21nazoniall 
species will probably result in the recognition of several subspecies. At that 
time it may seem advisable to segregate the two Ecuadorian populations. 
The  ventral count for the male lectotype of nzajor is 169, and this woultl 
seem to place it with the Pastaza Cafion series. The  type locality, Canelos, 
is somewhat east and at a lower elevation than the localities from which 
my Pastaza iziaterial was taken. 
In  addition to the specimens seen by me there are two exai1lples of 
At,~cictus mnjor in the British Museum froin 2 miles c;ist of T,oj;i, Loja 
Province, Ecuador. The  inale (BM 1933.6.24.98) has lfi 1 ventrals ;ind 43 
Samplc I N I Males Femalcs 
Group I 
Pasta~a Caiion 7 163-172 (166.5) 4 171-181 (177) 
Group I1 
Macas . . 
I.owla~ld Orieilte 
K i o  Cotopino 3 15Gl6l (158) 
15atios-Canelos 1 163 
Sarayacri 1 161 1 167 
Chiguaza 2 157-163 (160) 
Cualaquiza 1 157 
caudals, the fernalc (BM 1933.6.24.99), 169 verltrals and 43 caudals. The  
color pattern is of type R according to J. C. Battersby. The  scutellation of 
these snakes falls within the usual limits of the species, except that the male 
has a single postocular on the left side. This record is in some doubt since 
Loja is nearly 3000 feet (900 meters) higher than any other locality for the 
species. Also in the Britisll RiIuseuin collections is a small male (BM 
1933.6.24.100) from Zamora, Santiago-Zamora Province, with 156 ventrals 
and 40 caudals. The  coloration is as in the Loja examples and lepidosis 
is typical of At?-actz~s major. 
A puzzling specimen (OV 728) is a sinall male, 231 mm. in standard 
length, from Santo Domingo de 10s Coloraclos, Pichincha Province. I t  has 
eight maxillary teeth, 155 ventrals, 42 caudals, six supralabials, and two 
postoculars. The  color pattern is essentially similar to type D, except that 
posteriorly the bands tend to be broken up and fused into an irregular 
series of blotches. If the example froin Intac discussed above is correctly 
labeled it inay be that it belongs with thc present specimen and they repre- 
sent an undescribed western cognate of faajor. There seems to be no ques- 
tion concerning the locality data on the Santo Domingo snake. Aside from 
the marked differences in coloration between this specimen and the Intac 
example the two agree rather closely. They are different from all other 
?rzajor examined in having eight lnaxillary teeth (five, six, or seven in 
typical major). Under the circumstances it seems best to regard the status 
of the Santo Domingo specimens as doubtful. Reference to nzajor presents 
;I tlisconcerting geographic pattern with the same form occurring on both 
the cast ancl west slopes of the Andes. Ho~~eve r ,  the differences between this 
specinlen and the typical r~znjor ;ire so slight as not to justily its description 
at this time as a distinct form. Only luture collecting in western Ecuador 
can satislactorily settle tlle status of the Santo Dolllingo Atractus. 
D ~ s ~ ~ l u u ~ r o ~ . - F o u n d  throughout the forested Oriente region of Ecua- 
dor (Fig. 9) between 600 and 3500 feet altitude (200-1100 meters). Speci- 
mens very similar to Atractzls major in scutellation and coloration occur 
along the upper margins of the Amazon basin in Venezuela, Colombia, 
 per^ and Bolivia. Whether these areas all support populations identical 
with Ecuadorian ones cannot be determined at this time. 
MATERIAL EXAMINED. - "Orientc": Turula (AM 32966-69); Napo- 
Pastaza: Abitagua (UM 89026, 92033, 94067); headwaters of Rio Arajuno 
(OV 612); Rafios to Canelos (AM 35893); Rio Cotopino (UM 92032, 
92036, 94068); Rio Pastaza (UM 89005-06); San Francisco, 41ni. (6 km.) 
SEE of Puyo (JAP 2053); Sarayacu (AM 28790, UM 89024); Rio Talin 
(OV 720-21); Villano (OV 722); Santiago Zanzora: Chiguaza (OV 651-52); 
Gualaquiza (AM 35191); Macas (AM 35825, 35841, 35811-46, 35859-61, 
37928); Riobamba-Macas Trail (AM 15201-05, 23257, 23260, 23263, 23265, 
23267, 23271, 23287, 23292, 23299, 2331 1, 233 14, 23319, 25931, 25933, 
25936-38, 25946, 28818, 28820); Tu1zg7sa~al1,un: NIapoto (UM 89025); San 
Francisco de Mapoto (UM 89023). 
ADDITIONAL MA'~ERIAI,.-FO~~Y specimens ol' A .  nzajol- not seen by me 
are in the Escuela Politecnica National, Quito. Several specimens in the 
British Museum examined for rrle by J. C.  Battersby are included with the 
Quito inaterial in tlle following list: Loja: 2 miles east of Loja (BM); N a p -  
Pnstaza: Arajuno; Avila; Chicherota; mouth ol Rio Coca; Concepcion; 
Rio Copataza; Rio Corrientes on trail between AiIontalvo and Conambo; 
Rio Guataracu; Idoreto; between Loreto and Payamino; Sarayacu; lower 
Rio Suno; Rio Talin; Villano; Santiago-Znnzora: Chiguaza; AiIacuma; 
Zainora (KM). 
A t7nrtz~s ~tzict ol h y  tlrlzz~s (Cope, 1868) 
I ~ / L ( L ~ ~ O J O ~ J L ( L  J I L C I O J I L ) ~ J ~ C I L I L J I L  Copc (1868: 102; type locality, Guayacluil, Guayas Province, 
Ecuador). 
The  original description of this lor111 is totally inadequate to distinguish 
it from any other unicolor A t r a c t z ~ ~  with a light collar. The  holotype (AP 
6693) is not at Philadelphia or Washington and is presumed to be lost. The  
type locality (Fig. 7) is in a region (the north coastal plain) from which no 
inernhers ot the genu, except the banded A t ~ ~ ~ c t z l s  nzulticinctz~s have been 
~;tkerl. I1  he locality is accepted, ant1 theie seems to be 11o ienson why it 
shonld not be, it is p~ohable that mi( r or hyn(111~s  is a valid iorin not retaken 
since its original tli\covely I)y the 01 ton Expedition. In  the less likely event 
that the locality dat,r ale in error in detail, but the snake is Ecuadorian, 
there is the possibility that Cope had a representative of either Atl-actus 
paztc~dens or A.  orczdcntnlz~. If the specimen was not taken in Ecuador 
there is vely little hope of ever being able to apply Cope's name to a 
l).trticular population within the genus. In any event, no attempt can be 
nratle to allocate thc name at this time and it may be considered a nomen 
tltr hl~inz.  Additional collecting ior At? actzrs along the northern coastal 
1mx 110" 01 Ecuador could lesolve this problem. 
Copc's original descriptiori is quoted below for comparison with the 
other forms discussed in this leport. "Seventeen series of scales; supralabials 
seven, the first very small, the third and lourth entering the orbit. Prena~al 
larger, vcry neatly leaching lip. Prefrontals very small, equal postnasal, 
one-sixth the s i ~ e  of postirontals. Latter longer than broad. Rostra1 con- 
tracted above by approach of prenasals. Loreal very long. No preocular, 
on one sitle two, on the other one postocular. Last upper labial longer than 
high. First pair 01 labials united; two pair only in contact with genials. 
Frontal subtriangular; occipitals clongate. Temporals 1-2. Total length 4 
in. 7.5 lin ; tail 8 lin. 
"Coloration like that ol a Tantilla. Above dark brown, beneath pale 
brown, with a I , I I ~ L  line along margins of the gastrosteges. Top  of head 
blackish, brown behind; a partially complete yellow collar, which widens 
at the angle ot the jaws. A deep brown band from eye to angle of mouth; 
upper labials yellow brown edged. 
"Tail slender acute. 
No. 6693, from Gl~~yayu i l .  Nearest the R. 11adiz~m D.B." 
I~l~crbtlo,so~trtr -n,ssicnzitlcitrc,,~ Giitrlher (1859: 4 1 1 ;  list; spccimen later made type of ncle 
Ecuatlorian spccics). 
At~~crr.111~ 71odest~~s Boulenger (1894: 304; type locality, west Ecuador); (lo Amaral (3929: 
188; range). 
Dr~c~osrs .-A puuling Atractz~s having the loreal much shorter than 
in any other Ecuadorian member of the genus, except Atl-actzss elnps. 
Readily determined by having the following combination of characteristics: 
(1)  17 scale rows; (2) a short loreal; (3) nine maxillary teeth; (4) ventrals 
in male Ilolotype 178, probably about 10 higher in females; and (5) uniform 
tlorsal coloration. 
L~r~~osrs .-Kostral  small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Two 13ost- 
oculars. Temporals 1 + 2. Supralabials six, third and fourth enter orbit. 
Four infralabials meet cach chin shield. Caudals in only known specimen, 
a male, 38; ventrals plur cal~dals, 21 1.  
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HEMIPENES.-J. C. Battersby reports that the heinipenes are differenti- 
ated and not unlike those of A t w c t l ~ s  nlalol-. The base is covered with the 
usual short plicae. The  central spinous region is abruptly deniarcated l ro~n  
distal region which is covered with sinall papillate structures. The  sulcus 
spernlaticus divides at the level of the eighth caudal and the organ extends 
to caudal number 10. 
~ O I . O R A T I O N . - U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  grayish above; ventrally yellowish on mid-line, 
but lateral portions of ventrals suffused with gray as is underside oi tail. 
MEASUREMENTS.-The holotype of the species is 330 in standard length; 
tail length, 50. Tail length as a percentage of standard length, 15. 
K E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  status of this distinctive forrri is problematical. 'rhe 
holotype is unique among all At~.nctus having a srnall rostral, small inter- 
nasals, and long prefrontals, in the possession of a rather short loreal shield. 
In the latter character modestus approaches the red and black ringed 
species, Atrnctzls elups and Atractus latifrons, froin which it is distinguished 
in the essential features of the head scales (the ringed species have a large 
rostral, large internasals, and broad prefrontals), hemipenes (undifferentiat- 
ed in elaps and lntifrons), and coloration. In rare instances exaniples of 
Atrnctus with typically long loreals may have one or both of the loreals 
reduced in size. I t  is probable that the type of nzodestus is an aberrant 
specimen of this kind from a population characterized by a long loreal. 
T h e  type locality of "west Ecuador" is subject to the usual question of 
reliability connected with British Museunl material collected by Fraser. 
Without evidence to the contrary it is assumed that the species is from 
western Ecuador. 
~ ~ I S T R I B I J T ~ O N . - K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  only from western Ecuador. 
Atrnctlb.~ n11iltici?1ct16.~ (Jan) 
Rl~clbdoso~i~n naulticinctz~t~~ Jan, (ill Jan and Sordelli, 1865, PI. 4, Fig. 5; type locality, 
Lima, Departamento de Lima, Peril; in error). 
Atrnctus ~~~n l t i c inc tz~s  Boulenger (1898: 116; 1-ecogni~ed as distinct froln Atl-nctus bndius; 
specimens from Paramba, Imbabura Province, Ecuador); Bonlenger (1913: 1035; 
specimen from Peiia Lista, Condoto, 1)epartatnento de Choc6, Colombia) . 
D~~c~os~s.-Superficidly similar to A t ~ n c l z ~ s  major of eastern Ecuador, 
but distinguished from that species and other members of the genus in 
Ecuador as follows: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) maxillary teeth 
five or six; (4) ventrals in males, 168-183 (175) , in females, 177-184 (179); 
and (5) banded pattern. 
LE~l~os~s.-Rostral small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Two post- 
oculars. Temporals 1 + 2. Supralabials seven, third and fourth enter 
orbit. Inl'ralabials six, three meet each chin shield. Caudals in males, 40-43 
(41), in feinales, 31-36 (33); ventrals plus caudals, 208-226 (214). 
H l c n f ~ ~ ~ ~ a s . - O r g a n  sinsilar to that of A. majol-; basal portion with plicae 
1111on which arc located several small spines. An elongate naked pocket 
extends from the plicate area toward tip, reaching about halfway to level 
ol' sulcus division. At about level of second caudal, plicae merge with 21 
scries ol llookctl central spines. Spines cover most of central portion of 
organ distal to plicae; abruptly replaced just before sulcus division by 
small papillate flounces that cover the reinainder of hemipenis. Sulcus 
sl>erniaticus tlivided at level ol' fourth caudal. Organ differentiated, reaching 
to eighth or ninth caudal. 
( . ~ o I . o R A ' ~ I o N . - ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ground color light, with a series of 15 to 21 wide 
brown hlotches superimposed upon it. Blotches cover ground color to a 
tlcgree that creatcs i~rlpression of alternating light and dark transverse 
l~antls. Light interspaces, 31-43, irregular, about two scale souls in longi- 
tudinal extent. Parietal region, lips, and throat light, rest of head dark 
broavn. I3elly light, iin~naculate except where dorsal dark bands infringe on 
upper edges ol' vcntrals. Underside of tail heavily mottled with black. 
MEASUI~EMENTS.-~I~ my sample of three males and three females the 
stantlard length is 262-354 (299). Males: standard length, 262-300 (284); 
tail length, 42-51 (45); head length, 6-8 (7); head width, 6. Females: 
stantlarcl length, 286-354 (314); tail length, 32-42 (36); head length, 7-9 
(8); hcacl width, 5-6 (5.2). In percentages of standard length these measure- 
nlents have the lollowing ranges: Males: tail length, 15-16; head length, 
2-9; head width, 2-2.3. Females: tail length, 10-12; head length, 2.3-2.8; 
lieatl width, 1.4-2.1. 
lir; .~i\ri~s.-The application of the name multicinctus to an Ecuadorian 
los-nl is subject to some doubt. The  species was originally described from 
Lirna, Departainento de I,ima, Per6, apparently in error (Jan and Sordelli, 
1865). Houlcngcr (1898 and 1913) revived the name for material fro111 
northwestern Ecuador and the Colombian Chocb. An examination of the 
original plate of the species confirins the great similarity between the type 
specilnen and the Ecuador-Colombia population. I t  thus seems very likely 
tlixt Boulenger's allocation is correct. Rediscovery of m z ~ l t i c i n c t ~ ~ s  in Peril 
woulcl, however, ncccssitate a reconsideration of the status of the material 
I-eferretl to that name in this paper. 
Altllough the species is amply distinguished from Atractus 1r7ajor by 
ventral and caudal counts, dentition, size, and coloration, and although the 
two lorins do not appear to be directly related, occasional examples of 
?t-cnjo?. fro111 the Pitstaza Cafion region of Amazonian Ecc~ador aj>),roach 
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~tiulticinc.t~rs in certain cll:~r;tcteristics. T h e  primary difficulty here stems 
Croin a number of specimens of n7njor having the usual blotched pattern 
of the species, modified into a series of dark transverse bands which alternate 
with the light interspaces representing the ground color (described as pat- 
tern D in the account of major). I n  this respect these snakes resemble 
rather closely typical n7,zllticinctz~s. There is also some overlap in other 
features between Pastaza mnjor and the west coast form. However, Atrnclz~s 
multicinct~rs consistently has a higher ventral count, 168-183 (175) in 
males, 177-184- (179) in females; a higher ventral plus caudal count, 208- 
226 (214), fewer teeth on the ~i~axi l lary (five or six), a s~naller adult size, 
inaxiinuin in males, 300 mm., in females, 354 mm., and a color pattern ol 
transverse cross-bands. Specinlens of major from the Pastaza Cafion area 
may resemble nzlllticinctus iu one or two of these characteristics, but are 
always different in the others. Comparable data for comparison with 
multicinctzu are given below for the Pastaza series of nzajo7.. Ventral count 
in males, 163-1 72 (166.5), in females 171-18 1 (1 77); ventrals plus caudals, 
196-221 (2 10); maxillary teeth usually seven; maximum standard length 
of males, 417 mm., of females, 565 mm.; and the color pattern is usually o l  
irregular dark blotches. No difficulty is encountered in separating multi- 
cinctus from Atrnctus rnnjor from the vicinity of Macas or the lowlands ol 
eastern Ecuador. These latter examples always have fewer ventrals than 
nzulticinctzls, 148-1 63 (1 57) in males and 157-173 (164) in females; fewer 
ventrals plus caudals, 188-2 17 (1 97); usually six teeth on maxillary, some- 
times five; a larger adult size, maximuin standard length in males, 512 ~ n n ~ . ,  
in females, 852 min.; and the coloration is always o l  blotches. 
I t  is doubtlul that the approach of certain examples of the eastern 
lowland form, Atractzts mnjo?; to individuals of the western lowland species, 
AEractu,s mzllticinctzrs, are indicative of any direct genetic connectiorl be- 
tween the two populations. Although the two species are members of the 
Badius Group, any close relationship between thein would probably have 
to be established on the basis ol a series of intermediate Colombian popula- 
tions. T h e  Andes of Ecuador appear to prevent any contact at  presciit be- 
tween these two relatively low altitude forms. 
Possible allies of A .  m~rltirinctus in western Ecuador may be represented 
by two major-like specinlens labeled Intac, Imbabura Province, and Santo 
Doiningo de 10s Colorados, Pichincha Province. Neither ol these snakes 
resembles rnzl,lticinctrcs to any great degree and both appear to be much 
closer to Atractz~s major. T h e  speciinens in question are described and 
discussetl in detail under the latter name. 
D r s ' r ~ ~ i % r ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - F o u n d  in the tlense tropical lorcsts of the northwest 
coastal region of Ecuatlor (Fig. 9) and northward into the Colo~nbian 
I ~ I G .  9. C:copl.itl~hic d i s tv i l~~l t io l~  o l  E c ~ l i t d o r i a ~ ~  I I ~ C I I I ~ C ~ S  of tllc Boditis Group o l  
11 Ll.ilcL 11s. 
Choc6. Specinlens have beell collectetl a t  ele\~ations between 100 and 2500 
leet (50-800 meters). 
~IATERIAL ~xAM~NEL).-I':s~~z~~~(~~~~S: Sail Javier (Bh1 1903.3.29.31). Irlr- 
DaDu~a: Parainba (CWI 11587-8s; R4C 8083, 13275; UR,S 51259). 
A t ~ a c t u s  occide?l.tulis Savage 
rltruct,us badius Fowler (1 913: 168; two exarr~ples from I-luigra, Chirnborazo Province, 
Ecuatlor). 
Alr~ccc111.r occitle~~lnlis Savage (1955; type locality, Milldo, I'icl~iriclia l'vovilrcc, Ecuador). 
D~,zt;~os~s.-A forrrl showing closest similarity in coloration to Atrtlc.tzrs 
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c,cu(~do~-e~lsis  and in scutellatioll to A .  durzili, but tlifiering froni theill ant1 
other Ecuadorian Atrac tz~s  in: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) max- 
illary teeth six or seven; (4) ventrals in male, 153, in females, 162; ant1 
(5) pattern of irregular or disrupted longitudinal stripes. 
L,~ci~i~osrs.-Kostrd small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. I'ostoculars 
two (84 per cent) or three (16 per cent). Temporals 1 + 2. Supralabials 
seven, third and lourt l~ enter orbit. Infralabials six, three or four 1r1cc1 
each chin shield. Caudals in male, 39, in females, 26-27 (2G.5); venti-als 
plus caudals, 188-1 92 (189). 
H ~ ~ r r > ~ ~ ~ s . - O r g a n  covered with larger spines near center and urith 
sliiall spines toward base and tip. Basal plicae with small hooked spines. 
Lateral pocket reaches level of fourth caudal. Pocket opposite sulcus 
spermaticus; sulcus divides at seventh c;~uclal. Hemipenes reach to 18th 
caudal. 
COLOKATION.-T~~ color pattern of the inale holotype (BM 1916.5.23.5) 
is as follows: dorsal ground color brown with six irregular longitudinal 
stripes of darker brown. A pair of dorsolateral stripes, correspontling to 
tlorsolateral blotches ol Atractus gaigeae, on sixth and seventh scale rows; 
;I pair of lateral stripes on portions of third and fourth or lourth and fi I'th 
scalc rows; and a pair of lateroventral stripes on parts of first and second 
scale rows. No definite ventral stripes although tips ol ventral scutes ~liarked 
with dark pignient. Light collar on neck not sharply demarcated posteriorly 
by a dark area, sufiused with brown, the two lateral arms llarrowly sepa- 
rated on the mid-dorsal line by a dark brown area and involving pos- 
teriolateral portions of parietals. Top  of head dark brown, sides lighter, 
except for dark line through eye along upper edges of supralabials. Loaver 
halves of supralabials light; throat and chin light with brown spots on 
anterior infralabials, chin shields, and mental. Belly light an terioi-1 y,  
clouded with dark brown markings which are most concentratetl 1;iterally. 
At level of 1 loth ventral clouding comes to overlie most of the venter. Anal 
plate brown. Underside of tail dark brown with a few light punctations. 
Two additional specimens (AP 181 14 and 26316) from near Huigra, 
Chimborazo Province, are referred to A. occidentnlis primarily on the basis 
of scutellation. They differ somewhat in coloration from the holotype as 
follows. Dorsal pattern of short longitudinal bars or stripes of dark brown 
on a light brown ground color. These spots tend to be regularly arranged 
and apparently are homologous to the irregular longitudinal lines on the 
holotype of the species. Spots in the following symmetrical series: a series 
of bars on sixth and seventh scale rows, corresponding t o  the dorsolateral 
stripes; a series on the fourth and fifth sc.;rle rows, corl-es1)ontliilg to the 
lateral stripes. No indication ol vertebral, lateroventral, or ventral stripes. 
Dark bars very narrow, nluch less than a scale row wide, usually two or three 
scales in  longituclinal extent. Soine scales associated with dark bars light, 
giving ilnpression of a nulnber of very small light spots scattered over dorsal 
surface. T o p  of head light brown, speckled with much light pigment, sides 
relatively light with a definite dark brown postocular stripe on lower parts 
o l  tenlporals and upper tips of posterior supralabials. L o ~ i e r  portions ol 
su~ra1;lbials light; chin and throat allnost immaculate except for large 
brown spots on chin shields, inlralabials, and mental. Kelly overlain with 
a rich dark brown, nurnerous light spots and mottlings, particularly along 
inid-line. Anal plate same color as belly. Underside of tail brou'n wit11 
niany snlall light punctations. 
W ~ E A S U K E M E N T S , - ~ ' ~ ~  three available specilllens are 112, 265, and 315 
in standard length. T h e  ~ n a l e  holotype has the following nleasurements: 
st;inclard length, 265; tail length, 56; head length, 9; head width, 5. The  
adult J'eniale has: standard length, 315; tail length, 35; head length, 10; 
Ilead width, 5. These measurements expressed as percentages of standard 
length arc: Male: tail length, 21; head length, 3.4; head width, 1.9. Female: 
tail length, 11; heat1 length, 3.2; head width, 1.6. T h e  very young femalc 
has not been included in calculating these proportions. 
R ~ ~ M A R K S . - A ~ T ~ C ~ U S  occide~ztalis appears to be the western Ecuadorian 
~.cpresentative of A .  ecz~adol-ensis, which it rcselnblcs in coloration. The  
new lorn1 is easily distinguished from ecuadorensis by the nulnber of teeth, 
ventrals, and the length of the hemipenes. Very likely the relationship 
between these forins is not a direct one, but  lies through populations of 
non-Ecuadorian lorrns to the north. 
T h e  specimens from the vicinity of Huigra, Chimborazo Province, are 
rcferrctl to occidentnlis with some reservation. Although they agree closely 
with the type of the species from Pichincha Province in scutellation, the 
differences between the two samples in coloration are quite striking. How- 
ever, 1 am reluctant to propose a new name on the basis of the slight 
tliEcrence in pattern, particularly in  the light of the obvious close affinity 
between the two populations and the fact that the pattern of the southern 
iritlivitluals appears to represent the further development of trends intli- 
catetl in the northern example. Perhaps when additional nlaterial is ob- 
tained segregation of the two populations might be justified a t  the sub- 
specific level. 
Drs r~r~u- r~o~. -E 'ou i ld  along the lower slopes of the western Andes of 
Ecuatlor (Fig. 7) flom the latitude ol Quito to the latitude of the Hoyo tlc 
(;h~rribo, a t  e1ev;ltions 01 2500 to 4 100 feet (800-1 200 rneter s). 
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MK~EKIAL EXAMINED. - Chimborazo: Huigra (AP 18114); between 
Huigra and Kio Chiguancay (AP 26316). Pichincha: RiIindo (BRI 1916.5. 
23.5), holotype. 
A t  ).crctzls occipitoalbtis (Jan) 
I l l~ub t lo so~~~u  occil)ilutrlb~ci~~ Jan (1862: 16; type locality, 1vcstcrl1 Ecuador); Jan and 
Sordelli (18(i5n, 1'1. 2, Fig. 4). 
Atrnctus duboisi Uoulenger (1880: 44; type locality, Andes of Ecuador); Boulcnger (1894: 
310; tlescription; specirnen from Intac, Imbabura Province, Ecuador); do Amaral 
(1929: 186; range); Savage (1955: 18; specimen fro111 Suciia, Santiago-Zamora Prov- 
ince, Ecuador). 
Alrc~ctus occif)itonlbus Uoulenger (1894: 310; descriptio~~, listed fi-on1 wcst Ecuatlor); 
Peracca (1897n: 17; list); do An>aral (1929: 188; rangc); Savage (1955:18; compari- 
sons). 
Atrnctus orcesi Savage (1955: 17; type locality, I.ol.cto, Napo-l'asraza Province, Ecuador). 
DIAGNOSIS.-I\ distinctive inember of the T u ' l i n e c ~ t u s  Group, diEering 
from all other Ecuadorian forrns in: (1) 15 scale rows; (2) long loreal; 
(3) inaxillary teeth seven or eight; (4) ventrals in males, 137-153 (147), in 
I'einales, 150-171 (158); and (5) dorsal coloration uniform (lark brown or 
black, or with several dark longitutlinal stripes on a lighter ground color. 
1,~~ruosis.-Kostral small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. One (3G 
per cent) or two (64 per cent) postoculars. Teniporals 1 + 2. Supralabials 
seven (46 1x1- cent) or eight (54 per cent), fourth and fifth or rarely third 
and fourth enter orbit. Infralabials six (90 per cent) or seven (10 per cent) , 
lour or rarely three or five meet each chin shield. In one exanlple of this 
lorin the inental meets the chin shields. Caudals in males, 21-32 (25), in 
lemales, 9-19 (1 3); ventrals plus caudals, 158-1 87 (172). 
H ~ ~ r r ~ ~ ~ s . - O r g a n  covered with spines ok neally uniiorin length except 
at extreine base. Basal plicae small, surmounted by sinall spines that gradu- 
ally grade into those on body 01 organ. Lateral pocket reaches to level of 
fifth or s~x th  caudal. Sulcus sperinaticus divides at seventh caudal. Organ 
extends to level of caudal number 12. 
C o ~ o n f l r o ~ . - T h e  inajority of the exalrlples exanlined are uniiorinly 
clark brown or black above. Usually a broad white collar on neck, which 
involves most of parietals and several nuchal scale rows. Collar suffused 
with dorsal color in some examples. T o p  and sides of head dark, with upper 
lip nlargins light. Belly usually dark, but may be light with a single inid- 
ventral dark stripe. Throat and chin light with a few dark spots. Underside 
of tail dark. 
Occasional specimens of this form retain a striped pattern. This con- 
dition is   no st pronounced in the exa~nple (SU 15622) froill Loreto, Napo- 
Pastaza Province, dcscribecl (Savage, 1955) as a distinct forrri, Atl-octzrs 
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o~cesi .  In this snake tiie ground color is brown, with a series of dark 
longitudinal stripes; a single irregular vertebral stripe; a pair of lateral 
stripes on upper half of second and lower portion of third s c ~ l e  rows; and 
a pair of ventral stripes on tips of ventrals and lower edges of first scale 
row. The  remainder of the pattern is essentially the same as in typical 
occipitonlbzls except that the head is lighter brown and shows some dark 
and light markings. This example also has a definite mid-ventral stripe. 
Less conspicuously different from unilormly colored occipitonlhus speci- 
inens is the example (EP 61 1) from Such ,  Santiago-Zamora Province, re- 
ferred to Atl.octz~s duboisi (Savage, 1955). This snake is a rich brown with 
a few light spots scattered clown the sides. A definite ventral dark stripe is 
present along the tips of the ventrals and the lower portion of the first 
scale row. In other characters of pattern it is similar to the Loreto specimen. 
Boulenger's (1880:44) holotype of A t ~ n c t z ~ s  dz~hoisi is apparently an 
example similar to the S11c6a snake, except that the ground color is black 
instead of brown. 
Several specimens of occipitorrlbl~s lrom different localities exhibit evi- 
dences oE the dark ventral stripe on the ventrals and first scale rows. In all 
other details of the pattern they agree with the uniformly colored specilnens 
described above. Thus, i t  would seem that there is a complete transition 
froin a striped condition through examples with reduced striping to the 
uniloril~ coloration of the majority of occipitorrlhzis inclividuals. There does 
not appear to I>e any difference in scale counts or measurements between 
typical uniform examples ant1 specimens having the stripes well developed. 
M E A S ~ J R ~ M E N T S . - T ~ ~  standarcl length of the material examined is 93- 
298 (223), and is comprisetl of seven males and 14 females. Males: standard 
length, 93-269 (189); tail length, 10-38.5 (20); head length, 5-8 (7); head 
width, 34 .5  (1). Females: standard length, 135-298 (239); tail length, 8-21 
(12); head length, 6-8.5 (6.5); head width, 3.5-6 (4.4). These measurements 
expressed as percentages of standarcl length exhibit the following ranges of 
variations: Males: tail length, 10-14; head length, 3-3.9; head width, 1.5- 
2.4. Fe1n;lles: tail length, 3.8-8; head length, 1.9-3.2; head width, 1.8-2.6. 
A young male, 93 n1111. in standard length, way not used in calculating 
these proportions. 
R E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  naines A t~.nctzls d~rboisi Boulenger and A.  07-cesi Savage 
are here placed in the synonymy ol A.  occipitoalbus (Jan). The  three nom- 
inal forms differ only in color pattern. As shown in the section on coloration, 
intermediate patterns indicate that the types of each name merely repre- 
sent diverse stages in the variational range. At the time of the description of 
07-cesi, I was under the impression that the form had a higher number ol 
ventrals (153 in the lllale holotype) than are fount1 in occipitoolb~rs. New 
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material, however, shows that uniforn~ly colored cxai~lples also have this 
high a count. T h e  only difference between dz~hoisi and occipitoalOzl,s is in 
the presence of small regularly arranged light latcral spots i n  the fornler. 
T h e  specimen (EP 611) from Sucha, Santiago-Zamora Province, referi-ccl 
by me (Savage, 1955) to duboisi agrees with the type except that its ground 
color is light brown, about the same as in the type of orcesi. None of these 
color differences by themselves warrant specific recognition and it seems 
best to consider the diverse patterns as all forming part of the variation 
within a single population. 
T h e  specimen (BM 78.1.25.33) fronl Intac, Imbabura Province, 11IacetI 
by Boulenger (1894) in Atractzls dzlhoisi, differs somewhat from typical 
A .  occipitoalbus. This snake, a small female, has 170 ventrals, 16 caudals, 
six maxillary teeth, and a pattern similar to that of the holotype of dz~boisi, 
with a black ground color and small light dorsal spots arranged in a pair 
of parallel series down the sides. T h e  ventral count in this exan~plc is near 
the maximum for occipitoa1Fzc.s females (150-171) and all eastern Ecuador- 
ian specimens of the species seen by mc have seven or eight maxillary teeth. 
I n  the light of these characters i t  is dificult to evaluate the status of this 
individual. T h e  snake was obtained by Rucklcy and sold to the British 
Museum; the locality data are dubious (see gazetteer for a more detailetl 
discussion). Most likely the specimen is mislabeled and was actually taken 
in  eastern Ecuador. However, the possibility remains that there exists on 
the west slopes of the Andes, near Intac, an undescribed form resembling 
occipitoalbus. Until the locality is verified I prefer to reject this suggestion 
and place this rather peculiar example with ocripitoalhus. 
DISTRIBUTION.-T~~ upper Amazonian forests of eastern Ecuador (Fig. 
6) between 600 and 3500 feet (200-1 100 meters). 
MATERIAL E x A M I N E D . - N ~ P o - P ~ s ~ ~ z ~ :  Abitagua (UM 92035); Arajuno 
(OV 68-69); Loreto (OV 603-05, SU 15622, holotype of A .  o~xesi); head- 
waters of Rio Bobonaza (OV 606); San Francisco, 4 mi. (G  km.) SSE of 
Puyo (JAP 2054); Villano (EP 423, OV 725). Santiago-Znmora: Chanala- 
Macas Trail  (AM 35928), Chiguaza (OV 607) ; Rilacas (AM 28821), 35847- 
49, 35852-53, 35855, US 65481); Mendez (OV 66-67); S u c h  (OV 61 1 ) .  
Atrcrctzrs pnz~cidpns Despax 
Atrclctus (Atraclopsis) pnucidens nespax (1910: 372; type locality, Santo 1)omingo dc 
10s Colorados, Pichincha Province, Ecuador; type of new subgenus); Despax (1911: 
31, PI. 2; redescription, figures of entire snake, dorsal and lateral views of hcad and 
maxillary dentition). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A uniformly colored member of the Trilineatus Group fro111 
western Ecuador, most obviously allied to Atract~rs occidentalis from which 
it tliNcl-s in coloration ant1 in Iiavi~ig niore ventrals and caudals. Well dis- 
linguishecl from other Ecuadorian Atrnctus by: (1) 17 scale rows; (2) long 
loreal; (3) five (?) or six maxillary teeth; (4) ventrals probably about 168 
in ~l~ales ,  in two fe~ilale specimens, 169-186 (178); and (5) dorsally, a uni- 
for111 gray or dark brown. 
L~~:r~r~osrs.-Rosli-al small. Inter~lasals small. Prefrontals long. Two post- 
oculars. Temporals 1 + 2. Sr~pralabials ix or seven, third and fourth enter 
orbit. Inlralabials six, four ii~eeting each chin shield. Caudals probably 
a l~ou t  I I  in males, in lenlales, 31-37 (34); ventrals plus caudals, 200-223 
(216.5). 
~ - I E M I P ~ < N F S . - ~ O  1ll;lle~k110~~11. 
C:o1.o1r~\~ro~.-I3orsuni gray or dark brown, except for lower hall of 
first scale row which is light on anterior portion of body. Some dark puncta- 
lions even on these light scales. Light nuchal collar indicated, but overlain 
with tlark pigment ;rrltl not crossing completely over the mid-line. Post- 
nuchal dark area c.lc;lrly sets off light collar, although dark area may be 
recl~~ced or absent on mid-line. Head tlark above. Lower margins of upper 
li l~s light, rest ol side ol head dark. Throat and chin light, with definite 
dark spots on ~nent;tl, i~ilralabials, and chin shields. Belly light with definite 
t1:tt.k spotsa t  posterio1;rteral corner of each ventral, at least on anterior 
~mrt ion ol body. 011 posterior portion ol body, spots expanded and lateral 
edges ol ventrals 11e;~vily lnottled with dark brown. In holotype of species, 
I)clly unilorni gray. An;ll and underside of tail dark brown or gray, with a 
lew light flecks. 
h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s u ~ ~ h ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ s . - S t ; ~ ~ i t ! a r t ~  length and tail length of the holotype and a 
seconcl speciilien are 320 and 43, and 266 and 35, respectively. Measurements 
oil the latter ex;rl~iple: 11e;ltl length, 8; head width, 5. Both of these snakes 
;rrc lernales. Prol>ortions expressed as per cent of standard length: tail 
length, I S  (in both cx:unplcs); head length, 3; head width, 1.9. 
R E M A I I K S . - ~ ~ ~ ~ S  spec.ics was described by Despax (1910) on the basis of 
single fernale now in the Paris Museum. Despax made p a u c i d e ~ ~ s  the type 
of' 21 tlistirict subgenus o f  A ~ ~ . N C ~ I I S  priniarily on the grounds that his speci- 
men hat1 only lour nlaxillary teeth. Exainination of his 1911 figure of the 
ir~;rxillary Imnc cle:rrly shows that although only four teeth are present, the 
~naxillary is inco~nl~lete ;111tl possibly broken. Only the anterior two-thirds 
ol' the jaw arc i1lustr;rtetl ant1 it seems likely that at  least one ant1 possibly 
two tceth woultl have k e n  present on the missing third of the bone. 
There is no valid reason lor separating this species from the other members 
of the genus, either on the basis of dentition or any other characters. There- 
fore, the subgenus Atrnctopsis Despax, 1910, is not recognized in this report. 
A second female (OV 708) from the Esmeraldas drainage of western 
Ecuador is here placed in A .  paztcidens. It  clifiers slightly from the type in 
having fewer ventrals and cautlals (169 +31 versus 186 + 37 in the 11010- 
type) and in details of coloration. The  locality from which this snake was 
taken is about 40 miles north of the type locality for the species. 
Although Atractzis paz lc ide~i ,~  is placed in the Tril inentus Croup of the 
genus in this report, final allocation must await examination of the hemi- 
penes. The  characteristic light collar and general coloration suggest trili- 
laeatus and its allies; however, paztcidens is also very similar to Atractzts 
r,zzllticinctu,s of the Badills Group in longitudinal cou~lts, tail proportions, 
and niaxillary dentition. A .  rnz~lticinctzls is a banded species horn north- 
western Ecuador and might eventually prove to be allied to paucidens. The 
~~ossibility exists that the species inay be nothing ~ilore than a northern 
uniformly colored representative of Atract~rs occidenta1i.c. At the present 
time I favor the latter hypothesis. 
D I S T R I I I U T I O N . - A ~ ~ ~ C ~ I L S  p ~z t c ide~zs  is kno~vn from two localities along 
the slopes of the Andes in northwestern Ecuador (Fig. 7). The  type locality, 
Santo Do~ningo de 10s Colorados, Pichincha Province, is at an elevation of 
1625 feet: (500 ~neters). The  second specimen is from near the mouth of the 
Kio Pitzara, but froin Pichincha Province, at an elevation of about 800 feet 
(250 meters). Both specimens are from the tropical forest belt. 
SPECIMEN E x A M I N E D . - P ~ c ~ ~ ~ c ~ z ~ :  near mouth of Rio Pitzara (OV 708). 
T h e  Pitzara empties into the Rio Guaillabamba within the boundaries ol' 
Esrneraldas Province. 
A t m c l ~ c s  rc.sp1endcn.r Werner 
At,-nrtrrs 1 0 1 - q r r t r l ~ ~ s  var. r~ . s / ) l ende~~ . s  Wcrner (1901: 598; type locality, Ecuador). 
DIAGNOSIS.-A member of the Trilinentzls Group readily distinguished 
from the other known Atrnctlts by the following combination of characters: 
(1 )  17 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) maxillary teeth seven; (4) ventrals 
in males, 157-171 (166), in females, 170-185 (176); and (5) tlorsal body 
color a unilorlll dark brown or black. 
L~~1~os1s.-Rostra1 small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. Postoculars 
one (86 per cent), two (10 per cent) or fusetl with fifth supralabial (4 per 
cent). Temporals 1 + 2. SupralabiaIs seven (21 per cent), eight (77 per 
cent), or nine (2 per cent), third and fourth, fourth and fifth, or fifth and 
sixth enter orbit. Infralabials five (3 per cent), six (95 per cent), or seven 
(2 per cent), usually four, rarely three or five, in contact with each chin 
shield. Caudals in males, 25-31 (29), in females, 14-19 (16); ventrals plus 
caudals, 182-203 (193). 
HEMIPI. :NES.-W~O~~ organ covered with spines ol' about equal length 
except at extreme base; smallest spines to~v;lrd base, largest near middle. 
I3asal plicae rather large, each with a row of s~nall spines. Lateral pocket 
reaches level of sixth caudal. Sulcus spel.aiaticus divides at level of eighth 
caudal. Each berrlipellis extends to level of 13th caudal. 
C o ~ o ~ < ~ r r o ~ . - B a c k  uililorlrlly brown in aspect, but each scale with a 
Icw light punctations rnedially. A faint vertebral stripe usually i~ldicated. 
Light collar on neck usually obscured by dark brown, although frequently 
strongly evident; often restricted to lateral portion of neck and a remnant 
reljresented by light spots on tips ol parietals. Head dark brown or gray, 
with lower edges ol supralabials lighter. Throat light, but mental, infra- 
labials, ancl chin shields heavily spotted with dark brown, and gular scales 
edged with brown. Kelly light, but usually flecked with dark spots; soine- 
times dark spots [used arid expanded so as to obliterate almost completely 
light color; latter usually retained on edges of ventrals and as an irregular 
lnottling on centers ol ventr:~l scutes. Underside of tail entirely dark or 
1vitI1 a lew light areas. 
MEASUKEMENTS.-T~~ nlaterial available coillprises 10 lllales and 18 
fcniales with a standard length ol 119-372 (236). Males: standard lengtll, 
119-337 (186); tail length, 12-42 (21); head length, 5-9 (6.6); head width, 
'3-6 (4.6). Females: standard length, 137-372 (269); tail length, 9-27; heat1 
lcngth, 6-9.5 (7.9); head ~ ~ i t l t h ,  4.5-6.5 (5.2). Proportions as percentages 
ol' stantlard length arc: Males: tail length, 10-12; head length, 2.64.5; head 
width, 1.8-3.5. Females: tail length, 5.5-8.2; head length, 2.4-4.7; heat1 
width, 1.6-3.4. Three males untlcr 130 mm. in standard length were not 
used in calculating the proportions. 
RE MARKS.-^^ the past this distinctive form has been confused with 
several populations to which the name A t ~ a c t u s  t o ? - q ~ ~ a t u s  (DuinCril, 
Ribron, and Dumkril, 1854) has been applied. In part, this confusion stems 
lrom the history ol the name to~qzcntus. 
The  binolrlen B1-aclzyol-~.lzos tol-qz~ntzrs was first published by F. Boie 
(1827: 540) on the basis of information contained in the great unpublished 
~vork, l'Erpetologic cle Jovn, preparecl by H. Boie. Although the species 
is listed as being from the Indian Archipelago, no indication of its char- 
acteristics are given. Therefore, the ilanle presented in this context nlust 
stand as a lzonzen ~ Z L ~ Z L I I Z .  
Wagler (1830: 35) listed this species under B~achyorrlzos, but provided 
no infornlatioil regarding its characteristics. 
Schlegel (1837: 35) regarded Boie's torquatus as a synonym of Calamaria 
I~aFicl Sehlegel from French Guiana, but gave no suggestions as to the 
tlistinctive features of' the forrner. Schlegel's usage tlid not t.onstitute valitl 
publication according to the International Rules of Zoological Nomen- 
clature (see Hemming, 1 953: (i3). 
Ci(i J A Y  DL. SAVA(;I<: 
Dunlkril, Bibron, and Dumkril (1854: 101) utiliretl this name in the 
combination Hlzabdosoma torqun t ~in7 for material of A tract us i ron  French 
Guiana ancl Bolivia. Their work nlust stand as the original place oL 
publication of the specific name under the International Rules. Unior- 
tunately, it is obvious that their description is composite, the single Bolivi;~u 
specimen being well distinguished from Guianan material. 'I'herefore, in 
order to avoid any future confusion regarcling the allocation of clle name 
tory uatrrs, I herewith designate as the lectotype of IZhaOdoso~~~cr to~yz tu tu l~ l  
Dumi.ril, Bibron, and Dumkril, the Bolivian syntype utilizetl in the prelj- 
aration of their description. 
The  lectotype of torquaturn is in the Paris Nluseunl, nulnber 137. I t  is 
a niale with 17 scale rows, 148 ventrals, an incomplete tail, ant1 eight supra- 
labials, with the fourth and fifth supralabials entering the orbit. The  
pattern consists of a series of dark transverse bands on a lighter ground 
color. There are two pairs of dark blotches, one set on the 11ostcrior region 
of the head ancl the other on the neck, emphasizing the light nuchal inter- 
space to give the impression of a light collar. The  type locality of the species 
is Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 
Boulenger (1891: 309) referred two specinlens lronl l)emerara Falls, 
British Guiana, to At?-actus torqunt~is.  They appear to be in essential 
agreenlent with the French Guianan material of DumCril, Ribron, ant1 
DunlPril. Houlenger's niaterial is not consl~ecilic wit11 tlle ISolivian fornl, 
but the exact status of the Guiana specimens (annot 11e detel-rninctl at this 
time. 
Atl-actzrs resplendens differs from both populations previously refcrretl 
to A .  torq,untzis in its uniform coloration. Fronl the Bolivian lorm it is 
further distinguished by having more ventrals (170-185 in nl;rle I-esplei~rl- 
ens, 148 in the lectotype of torqz~atus). The  caudal counts are nluch lower 
in A. res;bIendens than in Guianan material previously placecl in tol-quat2l.r 
(25-31 in males, 14-19 in females of the Ecuadorian form versus 13 in the 
male and 41-43 in fernales from the Guianas). It  appears likely that further 
investigations will place the Guianan and Bolivian I'orms in the Badills 
Group of species, distinguished by having differentiated hemipenes, while A .  
~esplendens  definitely falls into the Trilineatus Group in which the hemi- 
penes are undifferentiated. 
The  holotype of resplendens has 165 ventrals and 15 caudals. If, as the 
number of caudals suggests, this example is a female, then the ventral count 
is well below any in my series. On the other hand the type may be a male 
with a portion of the tail missing. Unfortunately, no  specific locality data 
are available for this example and the possibility renlains that the type nlay 
have corne from a population differing slightly from the nraterial ernployetl 
in this study. Until additional examples ;Ire taken it appears best to place 
all specimens under the single name. 
~ l s ~ ~ ~ n u T l o ~ . - F o u n d  along the eastern slopes of the Andes of Ecuador 
(Fig. 7) at elevations between 3500 and 6200 feet (1100-1900 meters). 
MATERIAL EXAMINED.-ECZIU~OY: (MC: 29295). Chimboruzo: eastern 
portion (AM 35974-79) . Santiago-Znmora: Norrnandia (AM 28787); Rio- 
bamba-Norlnandia Trail (AM 35932). Tungu~nhua: Bafios (SU 8246, UWI 
89010-19); Rio Pastara (UkI 84108, 89007-09); Rutun Hill (Chl 28018-20, 
28030-3 l), Yunguilla (CM 2802 1). 
Atr-actus I-oulei Despax 
A/r .oc l~~s  ronlei Uespax (1910: 370; type locality, Alausi, Cllimborazo I'rovince, Ecuador); 
Uespax (1911: 30, P1. 2; rcdescription, f ig~~res  of entire snake, dorsal and lateral 
views of head). 
Dr~c:~osrs.-A well-demarcated species of At~actus most obviously similar 
to A .  cm-rioni of southeastern Ecuador. Readily distinguished from other 
Atr.nctus by: (1) 15 scale rows; (2) long loreal; (3) maxillary teeth, 10-11; 
(4) ventrals in males, 140-145 (143), in females, 145-149 (148); and (5) 
unifornl dark brown dorsally. 
L~rl~os1s.-Rostra1 small. Internasals small. Prefrontals long. One post- 
ocular. Temporals 1 -4- 2. Supralabials six, third and fourth enter orbit. 
lnfralabials five, three meeting a chin shield on each side. Caudals in males, 
20-26 (23), in females, 14-23 (18); ventrals plus caudals, 160-174 (167). 
HE~rr~E~Es.-Centra~ portion covered with spines gradually increasing 
in size from plicate region to sulcus. T ip  of organ with spines slightly 
smallel- than central ones. Typical naked pocket and spinate basal plicae 
extend to level of third caudal. Sulcus spermaticus divides at level of fifth 
caudal. Organs undifferentiated, reach to level of tenth caudal. 
COLORATION.-Uniform dark brown above and below, with a few obscure 
light blotches distributed randomly on belly. Lips light brown. 
M ~ ~ s u ~ ~ i \ / r e ~ ? s . - T h e  standard length of the sample of two males and 
four females is 116-396 (230). Males: stantlard length, 116-330 (223); tail 
length, 12-38.5 (35); head length, 7-1 1 (9); head width, 4-8 (6). Females: 
standard length, 125-396 (207); tail length, 12-31 (22); head length, 8-12 
(10); head width, 4-6.5 (5). Rileasurements expressed as percentages of 
standard lengtl~ are: Males: tail length, 10-12; head length, 3.3-6; head 
width, 2.4-3.5. Females: tail length, 7.4-7.8; head length, 3-4.9; head 
width, 1.5-2.5. 
REMARKS.-A~?-UC~US roulei appears to be closely allied to A .  cnr~ioni 
of the 1,oja Valley in southeastern Ecuador. These two forms are similar in 
general body proportions, scutellatioi~, coloration, and dentition, but differ 
in the coildition oS the loreal shield (present in 7-oulei, absent in cnl-vioni). 
Within the genus only two other nominal forms approach youlei and 
cal-?.ioni in having 15 scale rows and six supralabials. These snakes, A t ~ a c t u s  
Doettgeri Boulenger (type locality, Las Yungas, Cochabainba, Bolivia), and 
At?-actus t a e n i u t ~ ~ s  Griffin (type locality, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, Bolivia), 
are of uncertain status. Both names are based upon single sl>ecilriens and 
may represent aberrant examples Lrom populations typically having seven 
supralabials. Another factor aEecting the possible relationships between 
these two species and the Ecuadorian forins lies in the nature of the number 
of scale rows around the body. I t  seems likely that forms with 15 scale rows 
have evolved from types with 17 scale rows and that the reduction froin 
17 to 15 has occurred several times and in several different species groups 
within the genus A t ~ a c t ~ t s .  A boettgeri is rather similar to A t m c t u s  enznzeli 
lSoettger (type locality, Rio Mapiri, La Paz, Bolivia) in all Seatures except 
that the latter form has seven supralabials. A. taeniatus exhibits no close 
approach to any other described species with 15 scale rows. Until the 
lleinipenes and dentition of these doubtful species have been exanlined it 
seems logical to include tlleirl in the same group with 1-oulci and i.o,-?-iolzi. - 1 he following key will serve to separate the four Porlns discussed above. 
ltr. i\ lol.cal prescnt, separating pl-efro,~~tals from supralabials; 110 preocular. 
2n. Two postoculars; lonr inlralabials meeting cach chill shicltl. 
3n. Ventrals plus caudals 197 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A. 1)oerLgvi-i 
313. Vc~llrals plus caudals 176 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A. laeninlzis 
20. One poslocular; thi-ce infralabials 1nceti11g cach chin shield; ventrals plus 
caudals, 16&174 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  7-oz~lei 
16. No loreal, prefrontals meeting supralabials; sometinles a small preocrl1;lr; onc 
postocul;~v; three or four inlralabials meeting each chin shield; ventrals plus caudals, 
174-179 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  carrio7zi 
D~s ' r~~uul ro~. -Known only from the slopes of the Andes in south- 
western Ecuador (Fig. 6) at altitudes between 4000 and 8600 feet (1200- 
2600 meters). The  species may be expected Eroin northwestern P c r ~ .  
MATERIAL E X A M I N E D . - B O I ~ ~ ~ Y :  San JosP: del Chiinbo (AM 17492) 
Chimbornzo: Alausi Valley (US 33861-62). El 01-0: El Chiral (AM 18325), 
Chonta ( A M  221 10-1 1). 
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Color pattern of red ant1 black rings, sometirncs with white or yellow rings as 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  well; rostra1 large; internasals large; prefrontals broad A .  @laps 
Color pattern striped, blotched, banded, spotted with small light or dark spots 
or uniformly colorcd, never of hlack and yellow rings; rostral small; internasals 
small; prcfrontals long . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
1)orsal scales in 15 rows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1)orsal scales in  17 rows 5 
No loreal, although somelimes with a minute prcocular; prcfrontals in contact 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  with supralabials A .  carrioni 
Loreal prescnl, 110 prcocular; prcfrontals widely separated froin supralabials 4 
Light nuchal coll;ur present, although sometimes suffused with dark pigment 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tlorsally; scvcn or eight maxillary teeth A .  occil~itonlbrrs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  No light iruchal collar; 10 or 11 maxillary teeth A .  rolllei 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ventrals plus carldals fclver than 175 (range 164173) 6 
Ventrals plus caudals more than 180 (range 182-240). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Llniform dark brown dorsally . A .  lellrnanni 
llorsal pattern of' longitudinal dark stripes and a paired series of dark 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  blotches A .  dzrnni 
. . . . . . . .  Dorsal pattern of large irregular dark blotclics or regular cross-bands. 8 
. . . . . . . . . . .  13orsal pattern of stripes, small spots or dorsum uniform in color 9 
Ventrals, 168 or more in males (range 168-183), 177 or more in females (range 
177-184); ventrals plus caudals, 208 or more (mngc 208-226); maxilla~y teeth 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  five or six; color pattern of transverse bands . A .  multiciizct~ls 
Ventrals usually less than 168 in malcs (range 148-172), usually less than 177 in 
females (range 157-181); ventrals plus caudals usually less than 208 (range 
188-221); maxillary teeth usually six or seven, rarely five (in available examples 
approaching mrtlticinctzrs in vcntral counts the maxillary teeth are seven); color 
pattern ust~ally of large irregular blotches, some examples with transverse 
cross-bands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  major 
norsum uniformly colored . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 
norsutn with a pattern of longitudinal dark stripes or small spots . . . . . .  12 
Caudals in males fewer than 35 (range 25-31), in fcmalcs fewer than 20 (range 
14-19) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A. resplendens 
Caudals in males more than 35 (38), in females more than 20 (range 31-37) 11 
Maxillary tccth five or six; a light nuchal collar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . A .  paucidens 
Maxillary teeth nine; no light nuchal collar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . A .  modest~is  
Vcntrals plus caudals Inore than 210 (range 222-240) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  gnigene 
Ventrals plus caudals less than 210 (range 185-196) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 
Ventrals in males, 150 or more (range 153-lG3), in females, 160 or more (range 
162-175); maxillary teeth five to seven . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  14 
Venlrals in males less than 150 (144), in females, less than 160; maxillary teeth 
eight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  ecuadorensis 
Ventrals plus caudals, 194196; maxillary teeth five; ventral stripes present 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  colloris 
Ventrals plus caudals, 188-192; six or seven maxillary teeth; no ventral stripes 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A .  occidrntnlis 
J A Y  h1. SAVAGE 
RELATIONSHIPS 
T h e  Ecuadorian members of the genus Atractus fall into three well- 
defined groups on the basis of hemipenial structure, dentition, scutellation, 
and coloration. The  species included within each group resemble one 
another so closely that there can be no serious question regarding the 
naturalness of these subdivisions. A preliminary survey of a considerable 
number of non-Ecuadorian species indicates that known members of the 
genus belong to one or another of the groups characterized here. Further 
investigation may reveal additional species groups within Atmc tus ,  al- 
though no  material examined in the preparation of this report suggests 
that there are more than three major groups. 
T h e  three principal groups of Atrattzir and their distinguishing char- 





Elups Group Character 
small 
small 
Hemipenes tlifferentiated ~~tidific~-entiatcd undifferentiated 
Dentition teeth conic; widely teeth conic; widely teeth strongly com- 
separated separated ~xcsseetl; set close 
together 
Bndius Group Trilinrnt~~s Group 
large 
large 
Prefrontals lon8g long broad 
I.oreal lon,g long short 
Pattern blotches, hands, or s~ripes, small dark alternating rings o f  red 
clorsr~m uniform or light clots, or and black; sometimes 
(lorsum uniform white or yellow rings 
as well 
I t  is not possible to evaluate fully the relationships between the three 
species groups at the present time. However, certain tentative conclusions 
may be expressed subject to modification as our knowledge of the extra- 
limital species becomes more nearly complete. 
The  Badizls Group differs markedly from the others in possessing differ- 
entiated hemipenes. In all other features except this, and coloration, the 
section agrees closely with the Tri l inea tus  Group. The  Elaps Group on the 
other hand is distinct lrom both the others in scutellation, dentition, and 
coloration, but it agrees with the Tril inet l tz~s Group in having undifferen- 
tiated hemipenes. On the basis of these data it must be concluded that the 
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Undizrs Group is most closely allied to the Tri l i~zeatus  Group and can only 
be distantly relatetl to elaps and its allies. While the trilineatus line appears 
to occupy a position intermediate between the other two groups, agreeing 
with 1)crclizr.s ;~ntl  its relatives in scutellation and dentition and with the 
claps stock in 1lemipeni;il cllaracters, i t  is dimcult to determine to which 
groilp it is most closely relatetl. If it is borne in inind that the outstanding 
l~eculiarities ol' the Elnps Group in scutellation, dentition, and coloration 
arc probably all inotlifications lronl any presurnetl A t m c t u . ~  ancestor, then 
the T1-i1incnt11.s Group inight best be placed near O a d i ~ ~ s  and its allies on 
the basis of their common primitive characteristics. 11' the henlipenial differ- 
ences ;ire etnphasized, tl-ilinentzrs and related species would have to be 
placetl near elrrps. At the present time the former view appears to be most 
s;ttisI;tctory on the basis o f  the assumption that the llelnipenial characteris- 
tics are not as l~rof'oundly significant as the colnbination of scutellational and 
tlentitional featiu-es. LJnder this concept the Bndi~l ,s  and Tl-ilineatus groups 
are placed near one another with the Elnps Group being regarded as rather 
distantly relatetl to them. The  Tril inenlus Group is considered to be inore 
closely allied to the elnps stock than the latter group is to bndius and its 
all ics. 
Without ;tdclitional infor1ir;ttion on exotic: species it is not worthwhile 
to at teml~t  construction o l  any ~>llylogenetic scheme purporting to illustrate 
the direction of evolr~tion in Ecuatlorian members of the genus. If the E l n p . ~  
G r o ~ i l ~  is ;rccel~tetl ;is being the most advanced stock then it follows that the 
l ) (~di~i . s  line is thc inost prinlitive in that it differs most inarkedly from 
clnps and its allies. The  Tl-ilinentzrs Group must then be presumed to have 
been tlerived rrotr~ a hcrdiz~,.s-like ancestor and elnps antl related species from 
a tr i l i l ient~~s-l ike form. 1,ess likely possibilities are: (1) undifferentiated 
Ilelnipenes arose twice from differentiated ones and the Elclps and Trilinetlt- 
r t s  groups are not closely allied, but remain as intle~>entlent parallel cleriva- 
tives from the IZntlius Grou11; (2) the T1-ilincnt~is Group is' the primitive 
stock with the Bcrdizis Group arising from it  tllrough evolution of differ- 
en ti;itetl hemipenes ant1 the E1nfi.s Group through modifications in scutella- 
tion, dentition, antl coloration. Further study rnay reveal which of these 
1msti1lates is the nroi-e plausible, but it seems best to recognize the differen- 
tiated hemipenes as primitive and accept the hypothesis that the Bndizis 
Group is ancestral to the Trilinentzis Group, which in turn apparently 
gave rise to the eltrl~s line. 
T h e  degree 01 relationship between the various Ecuadorian species 
within each oC the three groups cannot be estimated with any great accuracy 
,t t  the present time. I t  is obvious that most species of Ecuadorian Atractzrs 
h-om the Ainalonian side ot the Andes will eventually prove to be more 
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closely allied to other Airiazonian species than to Pacific coastal forms. By 
the same token Ecuadorian forms of Atsactzls from the Pacific slope are 
most likely to have their nearest relatives occurring in coastal Colombia 
rather than in eastern Eucador. Determination of possible evolutionary 
patterns in each group cannot be undertaken, except perhaps in a general 
way, until our understanding of the genus outside the political boundaries 
of Ecuador becomes more nearly complete. Hence, discussion of relation- 
ships between species within the groups is restricted to a consideration ol 
possible affinities to other Ecuadorian forms. No attempt is made to evaluate 
the possible course ol phylogeny in this artificially delimited segment of 
the genus A tsnctus. 
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FIG. 10. Altitudinal and latitudinal distribution of A t ~ n c t u s  in western Ecuador. See 
text for questionable records. 
Any attempt to relate geographic distribution to the general problem 
of phylogeny is made difficult because of the great physiographic diversity 
of Ecuador. Figures 6-9 indicate the known locality records for all species 
in the Republic. However, because of the relatively short linear distances 
from north to south and east to west, associated with the abrupt ant1 
marked altitudinal changes across the Andean cordillera, these maps create 
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an erroneous idea ol proximity between the ranges of various fornis. For 
example, one species may occur within a few linear miles of another, but 
thc two may be separated from each other by several thousand feet of 
altitudc. Unless due consideration is given to this physiographic barrier 
totally unwarranted assu~nptions concerning relationships might ensue. As 
an attempt to overcome this difliculty, Figures 10 and 11 have been prc- 
pared. These diagrams plot the known locality records of all Ecuadorian 
forms according to the latitude and altitude. The  result is to enlphasize the 
marked differences in vertical range for the various species and to indicate 
the degree ol actual allopatry and sympatry among them. Figure 10 demon- 
strates the value of the method by clearly showing that the five species in 
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western Ecuador are allopatric, if the questionable records of A. nzajor and 
A. occipitoalbus are ignored. 
Figure 11 deals with the n i ~ e  species of Atmc tus  known from eastern 
Ecuador. The  high Ixiontane species, carrioni and l e l ~ m a n n i ,  as well as the 
lowcr slope form, resplendens, are obviously allopatric populations. Atractus 
elafis, gaigeae, vzajol-, and occipitoalbus are iriore or less sympatric through- 
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FIG. 1 1 .  Altitudinal and latitudiilal distribution of A t ~ a c t u s  in eastern Ecuador. 
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out their ranges in the Oriente low1;tntl. A .  ecl~ndor.e7lsis Iron1 ;i inoderate 
altitude probably is sytrlpatric with one or the other of the lowland fornls 
irlentioned above. A. colla7.i~ of extreine eastern Ecuador occurs sympatric- 
ally with elaps and a nzajo7.-like forni e lse~~llere  in its range, but a sin~ilar 
relationship is not as yet known in Ecuatlor. A .  collal-is allopatrically re- 
places gaigeae below 1000 leet in the upper Amazon area of Peru and 
;~djacent Rra~i l .  
Within the Badizts Group, as represented in Ecuador, At~actus nxajor 
of eastern Ecuador and At7.ac.t~~ nzultici~~ctus from the forested lowlands 
ol the coastal northwest are apparently closely allied. In addition to the 
features common to all nlenlbcrs of the group these fornrs agree, or differ 
only slightly from one another, in all characters of scutellation, dentition, . . 
and proportions. The  prim;~ry differences between them are the much larger 
size attained by 1rzajo7- (up to 512 nirn. in standard length in males, up to 
852 nrrn. in lemales, versus rriales to 300 nlin. and females to 354 mm. in 
~nulticinctus) and details oE the color pattern (nzajor usually blotchecl, 
nzulticin,ct~~s always I~anded). Although the overlap in longitutlinal counts 
(ventrals plus caudals, 188-221 in major, 208-226 in multicinctz~s), dentition 
(five to seven rriaxillary teeth in ?ti(ljo~, five 01- six in nzulticinctus), ant1 
coloration (some nzajo~ banded, all ~nz~lticinctz~s banded) makes specific 
identification ol some indivitluals difhcult, i t  seems doubtful that there is 
ally direct relationshil> between them. A .  117ajol- appears to be most closely 
allied to a series of populations ranging over most ol the upper Amazon 
Valley; A. ni,ulticinct~~s ranges northward into Colornbia ant1 is probably 
related to other species of At t-act us there. 
Atractus nzodestu.~ is superficially distinct froill either ol the other two 
Ecuadorian members of the Badius Group in having a uniform dorsal 
coloration and nine maxillary teeth. Although the only known specitnen 
of the species has short loreals, approaching A. claps in this respect, it seems 
probable (as indicated above under the species account) that this is an 
aberrant condition and that the population when rediscoverecl will prove 
to be characterized by long loreals. A .  tnodestus agrees closely with nzajo~ 
and mu~lticinctus in all features except coloration and number of maxillary 
teeth. I t  is doubtful that modestus is directly allied to either of these latter 
species and its close relatives are probably to be sought outside the area of 
the present study. 
T h e  number of species belonging to the Trilineatus Group in Ecuador 
inakes evaluation of possible relationships difficult. Those with 17 scale 
rows-A. collaris, dunni, ecuadoren.si.s, gnigeae, lehnzanni, microrhynchus, 
occiclentcrlis, pa~ccidens, and resp1cnclcn.r-differ from onc another only in 
longitudinal scale counts and cletails of coloration. The  three western 
species of this section-A. ~nicroy-l~y~clizts, occidentalis, and paucidens-are 
probably not directly related to the eastern forms. A. occidentalis does show 
sonle resemblance in coloratioil to ecuadol-ensis of the eastern Andean 
slope, but the two differ in dentition (maxillary teeth six or seven in the 
former, eight in the latter), ventral counts (in Inale occidentalis, 153, in 
l'emales, 162; in male ecuadorensis, 344, probably about 154 in females), 
and heruipenial length (hemipenes to caudal, 18 in the former, 12 in the 
latter). A .  occidentalis ant1 pazccidens appear to be closely related. They 
differ only in longitudinal scale counts (ventrals plus caudals, 188-192 in 
occidentalis, 200-223 in paz~cidens) and coloration (occidentalis with rem- 
nants of a dorsal pattern, pazccide71s uniform gray or brown dorsally). The  
allopatric distribution of the two forms, paucidens between 800 and 1600 
feet (250-500 meters) along the lower slope of the Andes in northern 
Ecuador and occidentnlis at slightly higher elevations, 2500 to 4000 feet 
(800-1200 meters) in the central part ol' the Andes, also supports the con- 
cept of close relationship between these species. I t  is possible that the two 
l'orms will ultimately be regarded as subspecifically related. 
The  inadequate original description of A. microrhynchus makes deter- 
~nination of its relationship impossible. If this form is actually from western 
Ecuador then its color pattern "like that o l  a Tantilla" suggests that it is a 
member of the Tl-ilineatus Group. Most likely candidates as allies ol n~icrol-- 
hyncltz~s would be occidentalis and paucidens, if this suggestion is supported 
by additional material. 
T h e  east Ecuadorian members of this group fall into two categories. 
First there are the extremely closely related forms collaris and gaigeae found 
in the lowland forest region. These two populations differ from one another 
only in longitudinal scale counts and coloration and are probably repre- 
sentatives of a single wide-ranging upper Amazon species. A. collaris is 
found in extreme eastern Ecuador and Amazonian Perk A. gnigeae occurs 
over most of the Oriente region of Ecuador below 2000 feet (600 meters). 
The  two forins agree with one another and differ from the other members 
of the Trilinea,tzcs Group from eastern Ecuador, with 17 scale rows, in their 
high longitudinal counts (ventrals plus caudals, 194-196 in collal-is, 222- 
240 in gaigea,e; 164-185 in similarly colored species) and few nlaxillary 
teeth (five or six in the lowland forms, seven or eight in the other species). 
A seco~ld series of forms-A. dunni, ecuadorensis, lehmanni, and 
l-esplendens-obviously related to collaris and gaigeae, is found in one inter- 
andean hoyo and at higher elevations along the east slope of the Andes. 
A .  ecuadorensis and lehmctnni are from the central Andes, the former from 
the Cordillera de Llariganate, Tungurahua Province, and the latter iron] 
the Hoyo de Cuenta, Anlay Province. A .  dnnni is known merely front 
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"Ecuador," but its close approach to ecuadorensis 2nd lch7na1zni suggests 
that it, too, is probably lronl the east Andean slope. The  prinlary points of 
difference and similarity between the six east Ecuadorian species of this 
section are sumlnarized in Table VII. 
The  three species, dzlnni, l ehmanni ,  and ecuadorensis, may be arranged 
in that order on the basis of increasing longitudinal scale counts. A .  d u n n i  
and l ehmanni  differ only slightly in ventral and caudal numbers and in the 
ventral plus caudal totals. A. ecuadore~zsis is similar to the other two forins 
in ventral counts, but has an unusually high number of caudals (41 in male 
holotype versus 25-28 in lehrnnnrzi and an estimated 30 in male d u n ~ z i ) .  
The three Sorrrls may also be arranged in order on the basis of color pattern 
iroln ecuadoreasis, with a nearly complete series of longitudinal dark 
stripes, through dzcnmi, with the dorsolateral stripes broken up into discrete 
blotches and the lateral stripes discontinuous, to lchrnanni, in which the 
pattern has been coinpletely suffused with dark pigment to produce a 
uniformly colored dorsal pattern. A .  dzlnni is more primitive than eczcadol-- 
e~ls i s  in having nlost of the longitudinal stripes complete and in retaining 
a vertebral stripe. On the basis of coloration it appears that ecuadorensis is 
Inore closely related to d u n ~ z i  thi~ll to any other ioi-1x1. A .  d u n n i  and 
lehnzanni agree in scutellation, but differ markedly in coloration. However, 
both of these forms are easily distinguished from ecuadol-e~zsis by having 
much lower caudal counts. Thus, d u n n i  is visualizetl as being sonlewhat 
intermediate betwccn the striped ecz~adorensis and the uniSorrn l ehmanni ,  
but it seems most closely allied to the latter form. 
Atractus ec~cado?.ensis approaches gnigeae to some extent as evidenced 
by its coloration and high caudal count. Further investigation may provide 
proof of intergradation between the highland population and gaigeae which 
occupies the lowland arca just to the east of the type locality of ecuadorensis. 
A. d u n ~ z i  and lehnzanni may also intergrade with one another, with 
ecuado?-ensis, or with gaigeae, although it is doubtful that the high altitude 
forin lehnzanni is in contact with either of the latter two species. I t  seems 
best at this time to retain all of these forms as distinct species although it 
is recognized that they are all closely related and probably there is some 
gene exchange between several of the populations. If a nlaxinlunl alnount 
of intergradation is postulated it might be predicted that the following 
relationshirs will ultimately be delnonstrated (intergradation indicated 
by a dash): collaris-gaigeae-ecuado~e~z~is-dun~zi-le/~rna~zni. 
Atractzls resplendens has 17 scale rows and a unifornl dorsum. I t  is 
Found at altitudes between 3500 and 6200 feet (1 100-1900 meters) in the 
eastern Andes 01 Ecuador. I t  differs Iron1 the striped members ol the Trilzn 
entirs Group having 17 scale rows in the low tauclal count (25-31 in males, 
TABLE V11 
~ :HARAC. I - I IR~S~ '~~ :S  OF EASI. ~ ~ C I I A D O K T I \ N  MI(MIIIRS OF -1.1111 7'l-i/ill~fl/~.Y GROUP 
Venr n l s  
Specics Color Pattern 
I.owl;~ntl 
coll(l I is 1 G 3  175 3 I 21 194-196 5 Six contiiluous long- 
itudinal dark stripes 
and a paired series 
of regularly arrang- 
ed dark tlorsolateral 
blotches; no verte- 
bral stripe 
g(~ig'ne 187-198 207-213 35-39 25-27 222-240 5-6 Seven dark longi- 
tudinal stripes and 
a paired series of 
dorsolatcral d a r k 
blotches; a vertc- 
bra1 stripe. 
164 . . . F i v e longitudinal 
dark stripes and a 
paired s e r i e s  o f  
dorsolateral d a r k 
blotchcs; a vertebral 
dark stripe; lateral 
s t 1- i p c s partially 
broken up into dark 
spots. 
185 8 Six l o n g i t u d i n a l  
dark stripes, a 11 
morc or less discon- 
tinuous except la- 
teroventral stripes; 
no d o r s o l a t c r a l  
blotchcs, but paired 
tlorsolateral stripes; 
no vertebral stripe. 
lellrjrn~~iri 141-144 148-1 53 25-28 20-21 168-173 8 Dorsuln a uniform 
dark brown, an  ob- 
s c u r e  v e r t e b r a l  
stripe evident. 
resbleiz- 
tlelrs 157-174 170-185 25-31 14-19 182-203 7 Dorsum a uniform 
dark brown. 
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14-19 in females, versus 31-39 in males and 20-27 in females). I t  diRers from 
lelzmanni, a uniformly colored species (caudals in males, 25-28, in females, 
20-2 l), in its much higher ventral counts (resplendens males, 157-174, 
females 170-185; l ehmanni  males, 141-141, fcnlales 148-153). In addition, 
resplendens is distinctive in usually having eight supralabials (77 per cent) 
and one postocular (86 per cent). The  other Anlazo~iian slope species of this 
section having 17 scale rows usually have seven supralabials and consistently 
two postoculars. Among these species, resplendens approaches gaigeae most 
closely in scutellation and lelzmanni in coloration. The  occurrence of 
melanism in this segment of the genus appears to be quite common ant1 
seems to have resulted in parallel evolution in color pattern between 
distantly related forms. For this reason the similarity in pattern between 
resplendens and lelznznnni is regarded as being less significant than the 
resemblances in scutellatio~l between the former and gaigeae. Whether 
resplendens and gaigeae are subpopulations of a single species cannot1 be 
determined at present. However, in view of the marked differences between 
them and thc distribution of 7-esplen,den.s at elevations 2500 feet higher than 
those occupied by gaigeae, it seems doubtful that any direct contact between 
the two wiII be discovered. I t  is possibIe that resplendens and gaigeae may 
be connected through some other member of this stock found at an inter- 
mediate altitude. In this regard it may be noted that in this general division 
of the genus both rnelanistic members, resplendens and l ehmnnni ,  are from 
high altitudes. 
The  species of the Tril ineatus Group with 15 scale rows also fall into 
two subdivisions. Atractus occipitoalbus is an eastern Ecuador species ex- 
tremely close to the 17-scale-row forms in every respect but for the number 
of dorsal scale rows. The  species exhibits a wide range of color variation 
from striped individuals resembling collaris and gaigeae, through melanistic 
examples still showing the striped pattern, to unifornlly colored snakes 
similar to lehrnanni and resplendens. A. occipitoalbus probably co-exists 
with gaigeae over part of its range in the lowlands of the Oriente, but the 
two forms differ in longitudinal counts (occipitoalbus ventrals plus caudals, 
158-187, gaigeae, 222-240). Actually, occipi toall~z~s i  more like ?.esplenden,s 
than any striped form. The  two species have seven maxillary teeth (some- 
times eight in occipitoalbus), similar caudal cou~lts (occipitonlbus males, 
21-32, females, 9-19; resplendens males, 25-31, females, 14-19), and a con- 
siderable segmcnt of the population has eight supralabials. In addition to 
the dorsal scale rows the two forms differ primarily in ventral counts 
(orripitonlbus males, 137-153, females, 150-171; 7.esplendens males, 157-174, 
females, 170-185) and the occurrence of striped intlividuals in the orcipitool- 
1171s population. 
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T h e  other two Ecuadorian t1.ili71eatzcs-like snakes with 15 scale rows do 
not appear to be closely related to occipi tonlb~~s  or to any of the 17-scale- 
row forms. These species, cnrrio2zi ancl roulei, are unique in consistently 
having six supralabials, one postocular, and a uniform color pattern with- 
out a suggestion of a light nuchal collar. From occipitonlblhs they differ in 
the characters just listed, and, in addition, en?-rioni has no loreal shield and 
roulei has 10 or 11 maxillary teeth (occipitoalbz~s has a loreal and seven 
or eight maxillary teeth). While i t  is not improbable that the three species 
with 15 scale rows are related, the obvious relationships of occipitoall~trs 
are with those with 17 scale rows. A.  car)-ioni and roulei do not exhibit 
this approach to known species with 17 scale rows, and their affinities remain 
obscure. Znaslnucll as therc are few types with 15 scale rows, not only in 
Ecuador but throughout the range of the genus, and these have a discon- 
tinous distribution among species with 17 rows, it seems likely that the 
species with 15 scale rows havc evolvetl as independent derivatives of forms 
TABLE VIII 
CO~II'ARISON F TWO SI'I'CIES OF A t r n c t l i ~  
Character I cnn-ion i  I youlei 
Maxillary tceth . . .  8-9 10-11 
Loreal . . . . . . . . .  absent present 
Ventrals: 
Malcs . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  145-149 140-145 
Females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  152-159 145-149 
Caudals: 
Malcs . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-34 20-26 
Fe~llales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21-27 1 4 2 3  
Verl~trals plus caudals . . . . . . . .  174-179 160-174 
with 17 scale rows on several occassions. I f  this is so the relationships of 
car?-ioni ant1 roulei may be sought n~os t  appropriately among the species 
with 17 scalc rows. Aniong Ecuadorian species the most likcly allies of these 
two are l eh~nann i  and resplendens. However, any relationship to these latter 
Sorms lnust be rather a distant one. 
A. cnr?-io7~i arltl r o u l ~ i  are very much alike, the principal differences 
between them are in Table VIII. 
A. cnrrioni is found in the Loja region of the Amazon drainage of 
southeastern Ecuador. A.  7-ozllei occurs along the wcsterrl slopes of the 
central ant1 so~~t l le rn  Ecllatlol-ian Andes. TS thc ranges of the two are actually 
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disjunct the separation lnr~st have 13een a recent one. Future collecting may 
reveal that the two species are still in contact through some of the low 
passes in southern Ecuador and constitute interbreeding geographic races. 
Both are known from fairly high altitudes, cal-~ioni up to 7000 feet (2100 
meters) and roulei to 8600 feet (2600 meters), so that this possibility is not 
unlikely. 
The  red and black ringed species, Atrnctz~s elaps, has 15 scale rows, an 
eastern distribution, and is not closely allied to any other Ecuadorian 
form. The  only other known member of the E1ap.r Group is the red and 
black ringed species, lntilrons, which replaces elaps at lower elevations in 
the Amazon Valley, but is not recorded from Ecuador. A .  elnps and latifl-ons 
co-exist along the periphery of their ranges and do not appear to interbreed. 
Preliminary studies indicate that the two species can be distinguished from 
one another on the basis of average differences in segmental counts, but no 
dificulty is ever encountered in identifying them since Intifj-ons has 17 
dorsal scale rows and elaps 15. 
CHECKLIST OF THE NONlINAL SPECIES OF A T R A C T U S  
The  following list includes all described forms known to be based upon 
examples of the genus Atlnctz~s.  Since no attempt has been made to analyze 
the status of non-Ecuadorian species, a considerable nulnbcr of obvious and 
probable synonyms are listed. An asterisk (*) has been placed before a11 
names reduted to synonynly in the present paper. 
Each n;rnlc is presented in its original form followed by :r citation of 
the original tlescription and the type locality. The  names are arranged 
alphabetically. 
I .  Atraclzls and i~~ ,~ i , s  I'rado. Ciencia (Mkxico), 1944, 5 (4/5): 11 1. Antlcs of Colonlbia. 
2. Ati-clct~rs arcz~zgoi l'ratlo. Mcm. Inst. Butantan, 1939, 13: 15. Colombia. 
3. Cnlnv~aria bndin Schlegel. Physionotuie Serpcns, 1837, 2: 35. Cayenne (French Guiana). 
1. A t r a c t ~ ~ s  Ocrlznizi Doule~~gcr.  Ann. Mus. C:iv. Slori ;~ Nat. Cenova, 1898, (2) 19: 129. 
Missioncs Mosctcnes, northwest Bolivia. 
5. Atractus bi.serriatir l'rado. Mem. Inst. Bntanlan, 1940, 14: 26. Manizales, Dcpartamento 
tlc Caldas, Co1ornl)ia; Villamaria, Departamento de  C;tltlas, accortling to I'.. R. Dunn. 
G. rltract~r.~ hocki Werncr. Mitt. Hamburg Mus., 1909,26: 228. Cochahamha, 1)epartamcnto 
de C:ochabamba, Bolivia. 
7. Atractus hocourti Boulcnger. Cat. Snakes British Mus., 1894, 2: 306. Acomayo, Depart- 
amento cle Huanuco, Peril. 
8. Atractus Ooettgeri Bonlcngcr. Cat. Snakes British Mus., 1896, 3: 645. Yungas, Sierra 
tle las Yungas, 1)epartamento de Cochahamba, Bolivia. 
9. Atrnctus botilengcri I'cracca. Bol. Mus. Zool. Anat. C:ornp. Tol.ino, 1896, 11 (252): 1. 
Sosuth America. 
10. "Rhabdosonia brevifrenuin Jan = A. elaps. Prodro~no ofidi, 1862, 1: 12. Brasil. 
11. Akraclus cart-imli I'arker. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1930, (10) 5: 207. Loja, I'rovencia de 
I.oja, Ecuador. 
12. All-c~clus clurki 1)unn and Ilailey. BIIII. Mus. (:o~np. Zool., 1939, 86 (I): 8. Mine at  
Sa111ta Cruz tlc ( :am, l'rovencia de l)ariCn, I'anami. 
13. Alractus co1lari.s l'cracca. Bol, Mus. Zool. Anat. Comp. Torino, 1897, 12 (284) : 4. 
Kio Cononaco, l'rovencia dc Napo-l'astaza, Ecuatlor. 
14. Al].nctlrs c o l o ~ r ~ l ) i c i ~ ~ ~ ~ s  l'ratlo. Mcm. Inst. Butanlan, 1939, 13: 18. Choconti, Dcpart- 
;rmcnto de Cundia~naraca, (:olombia. 
15. Rl~nhrlosonaa crcl.rsirourlntrtna C. IIun~Cril, Uibron, and A. Durni-ril. ErpCtologie Gkn., 
1854, 7 (1): 103. I%ogot6, Departatnento de  Cundinamaraca, Colotnbia. 
I(i .  *Geophis diplorez~gr~s Schmidt and Walker = A.  elnps. Chicago Nat. Hist. Mus., 
Zool. Ser., 1943, 24 (26): 2Mi. 1)epartamento de  Madre tle I)ios, l'eru. 
17. lil~abdosonzn dzcOiilrri Jan. I'rodromo ofidi, 1862, 1: 18. Bogoti, I~cpar tan~cnto  dc 
Cundina~naraca, C:olornbia. 
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